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Abstract 
An extension of Miller’s algorithm for &unification of typed L-terms is presented. The ex- 
tension considered is the addition of products and polymorphism to &unification; the new uni- 
fication problem is termed /&n-unification. Miller’s pattern restriction is generalized by allowing 
repeated occurrences of variables to appear as arguments to free function variables, provided 
such variables are prefixed by distinct sequences of projections. This extended pattern restric- 
tion has several applications, including the definition of higher-order explicit substitutions. The 
algorithm is verified to terminate, and is shown to be sound and complete. @ 1998 Published 
by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Higher-order unification involves solving equality constraints between terms in 
a A-calculus. Such forms of equality constraints are useful in applications involving 
the manipulation of syntax with variable-binding constructs, for example in predicate 
logic theorem provers and program transformers. Higher-order unification is the com- 
putational basis for the A-Prolog and Elf logic programming languages [ l&17,24], 
and forms a crucial component of the Isabelle generic theorem prover [22]. The com- 
plication with this form of unification is the presence of “free” function variables in 
applications, requiring any unification algorithm to synthesize A-terms which may make 
the equated terms b-reduce to equal terms. Unlike first-order unification, solving such 
constraints is in general undecidable. Even if the equated terms are unifiable, there may 
not be a single most general unifier; in fact there may be an infinite number of incom- 
parable unifiers. Huet [ 121 provided the most widely known algorithm for higher-order 
preunification,’ while Elliot [5,6] and Pym [27] have extended Huet’s algorithm to a 
A-calculus with dependent types but without polymorphism. 
Miller [14] has recently discovered a restricted subset of higher-order unification 
which enjoys many of the same properties as first-order unification. This restricted 
subset is referred to as /Is-uni$cation. &unification is guaranteed to terminate, and 
if the equated terms are unifiable then there is a most general unifier2 which unifies 
them. The heart of /$,-unification is to limit the forms of applications of “free” func- 
tion variables such that p-reduction amounts to permutation of “local” (A-bound) vari- 
ables in a term. These restricted applications are called patterns, since they specify the 
I-bound variables which may occur in the result of instantiating a variable and 
b-reducing the result. For example, in the equality constraint: 
between two A-terms, where c is a constant, the fact that F is applied to x but not to 
y means that x may occur in the result of instantiating F and P-reducing, but not y. 
Since the term it is equated to contains both x and y in the body, the terms are 
not unifiable. This restricted form of higher-order unification (or, extended form of 
first-order unification) is particularly suitable as a basis for manipulating “higher-order 
’ Preunijkation refers to the solution of a collection of equality constraints between trees without finally 
solving the constraints which only involve “free” variables at the head. One of the key insights in Huet’s 
algorithm was to return these equality constraints unsolved without trying to enumerate all of the their 
unifying substitutions, content that the constraints are at least satisfiable. 
*Most general unifiers are typically not unique, since free variables may be arbitrarily renamed (as in 
first-order unification) and also arguments may be ordered arbitrarily when unifying two terms with free 
variables at the heads (which does not occur in first-order unification). 
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abstract syntax,” wherein variable binding in an object language is represented by I- 
binding in a meta-language representation. In some sense it is the “interesting” subset 
of higher-order unification. Pfenning has extended /3o-unification to dependent type 
systems (including the Coquand-Huet Calculus of Constructions) and has also given 
an algorithm for anti-unification in dependent type systems [24]. Nipkow has used 
the algorithm to generalize many results from the theory of first-order rewrite systems 
to higher-order rewrite systems (for example providing a higher-order critical pairs 
lemma [20]). 
Miller has also shown how higher-order unification may be coded as a logic program 
in a language which supports /IO-unification [15]. This application demonstrates both the 
power and the weakness of the pattern restriction. The power of unification restricted 
to patterns is that it separates the variable-binding aspects of higher-order unification 
from the search aspects; in many applications only the former is required. The weakness 
of this form of unification is that substitutions must be explicitly implemented in the 
metalanguage. Since the representation does not support the composition of substitu- 
tions, such an implementation leads to a heavy amount of copying and a corresponding 
loss in efficiency. Thus the Elf language, although it employs the pattern restriction 
for unification problems, implements substitution in the runtime, treating unification 
problems violating the restriction as “hard constraints” to be delayed until substitution 
has simplified the problem to a solvable form. 
In this paper we present a further generalization of /&-unification, to product types 
and polymorphism. The generalization to polymorphism is already contained in 
Pfenning’s extension of the original algorithm to the Calculus of Constructions [25]. 
The real interest in our work is in generalizing Miller’s algorithm to the combination 
of polymorphism and product types. One motivation is to improve the data structuring 
facilities of the metalanguage in which patterns are embedded. Combining unification 
with products and polymorphism has some interest independently of the main motiva- 
tion for the present work, and this combination causes some serious technical problems 
which we overcome (as explained later in this section). 
The central motivation for this work is that the addition of product types leads to 
a generalization of Miller’s pattern restriction where A-bound variables may be re- 
peated in the application of a function variable. The crucial restriction is that each 
such variable have a distinct prefix of projectors applied to it. We refer to this as the 
extendedputtern restriction, and we refer to the unification problem as fion-un$cation. 
For example, with the equality constraint: 
i-x. F(fst x) (snd (snd x)) = Ix. c (snd (fst x)) (snd x) 
the occurrence of snd(fst x) in the right-hand side is allowed because fst x is an 
argument to the function variable F. On the other hand snd x in the right-hand side 
violates the scoping restrictions of the constraint, since neither x nor sndn are arguments 
to F. 
bon-unification provides several interesting generalizations of the capabilities of PO- 
unification. One of its principal applications is in the definition of a higher-order form 
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of the Lo-calculus of explicit substitutions [2]. The Acr-calculus is based on a first- 
order representation of abstract syntax, manipulating object language variables as de- 
Bruijn numbers [7, 1, 191. The difficulty with defining a version of the Io-calculus 
using higher-order abstract syntax, is in how to compose the substitutions when col- 
lapsing two nested closures into a single closure. Extended patterns provide the critical 
ingredient that allows this technical obstacle to be overcome. Further details for this 
higher-order version of the Aa-calculus are provided by Duggan [2]. 
The definition of higher-order explicit substitutions relies critically on both products 
and polymorphism in the metalanguage. A similar metalanguage for higher-order ab- 
stract syntax was originally proposed by Pfenning and Elliott [26], motivated by the 
need to represent object language variable-binding constructs of arbitrary arity (e.g., 
multiary functions). Pfemring and Elliott’s metalanguage combined products, polymor- 
phism and higher-order abstract syntax, but they did not provide an algorithm to sup- 
port their examples. The algorithm for /Iez-unification presented here may be used to 
program their examples, as explained in [3]. 
Elliott [6] considered the addition of (dependent) product types to his algorithm for 
unification with (first-order) dependent function types. In this case (without polymor- 
phism) it is possible to y-expand all atomic terms of product type, replace all variables 
of product type with pairs of new variables (thus removing all “flexible” occurrences 
of projectors fst A4 and snd M), and use the following pair-pair rule to simplify away 
the resulting pairs: 
(Mi,Mz)=(Ni,Nz) becomes Mi =Ni, Mz=Nz. 
The addition of polymorphism introduces non-trivial complications; since type vari- 
ables may be instantiated during unification by product types, it is not possible to re- 
move occurrences of projectors by preprocessing the initial constraints. Whereas Huet’s 
algorithm only considers atomic normal forms of the form (xMi . . .M,,), it is necessary 
to provide an alternative but equally uniform normal form in the presence of projec- 
tors. In Section 2 we introduce a “locator calculus” that provides this normal form. 
There are subtle complications in reasoning about termination and considering where 
to perform the occurs check. The complication with projector terms is that in certain 
circumstances the occurrence of F in the term it is equated to does not necessarily 
entail non-unifiability. Consider the following constraints: 
F = (cI,cZ(fstF)) 
F = (fstF,fstF) 
F = (fst (fst F), fst F) 
F = (snd F, c(fst F)). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
In the first equation above, the occurrence of fst F in the second component of the 
pair refers to the left component of the pair. Thus if we consider terms as finite trees, 
compositions of projectors give a form of path-addressing, effectively turning trees into 
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directed graphs. Provided no cycles arise in such addressing, unification should not 
fail due to such self-referential occurrences of the free variables. The second equation 
similarly exemplifies the case where occurrences of the variable in the term to which it 
is equated do not entail non-unifiability. Here the first occurrence of fst F simply refers 
to the first component of the pair itself. In Section 5 we refer to such occurrences as 
“non-recursive self-references”. 
The third equation exemplifies a “recursive self-reference”: in this case, the first 
component of the pair is equated to its own left subtree, and this circularity makes the 
terms non-unifiable. We refer to this as a “non-rigid recursive self-reference”, since 
the circularity does not involve the use of constants or l-bound variables at the head 
of an application containing a recursive self-reference. Such recursive self-references 
are disallowed by the type system; if they were not, it would be necessary to include 
an occurs check in the case where a variable is equated with a pair, and the first two 
equations demonstrate that this would be more complicated than the usual occurs check 
in first-order unification and in Miller’s algorithm. 
Finally the fourth equation exemplifies a “rigid recursive self-reference”: in this case 
the second component of the pair is a rigid application containing a subterm equated 
to the left component, however the first component is in turn equated to the second 
component. This example illustrates a recursive self-reference which (a) leads to a 
circularity which makes the terms non-unifiable, (b) is not disallowed by the type 
system (provided c has the appropriate type), and (c) requires some unification to be 
performed before it becomes evident. In this case the circularity will be caught by the 
usual occurs check when unifying a new variable (introduced to represent the second 
component) with the rigid application with head c. The occurs check which detects this 
circularity may not be performed until after pair-expansions are performed, replacing 
free variables by pairs of free variables. An example of this is given at the beginning 
of Section 5. Note that rigid recursive self-references do not require an occurs check 
when unifying a variable with a pair, significantly simplifying the algorithm. Section 7 
contains some further discussion of this point. 
In the next section we present the type theory which we use as the basis for our 
algorithm. The type system is Girard’s System F”’ with simple product types. Altema- 
tive type systems other than System F” could have been chosen. One such candidate 
is the Coquand-Huet calculus of constructions considered by Pfenning. The advantage 
of the latter calculus is that terms and types have a common abstract syntax, leading 
to a more economical notation than the calculus used here. On the other hand, de- 
pendent product (general sum) types raise some subtle complications in a system with 
impredicative polymorphism, while being of dubious practical value. Furthermore, the 
meta-theory of constructions is considerably more complicated, because of the depen- 
dence of types on terms. For example, confluence under fir-conversion in constructions 
was only recently verified [9], while it is a straight-forward application of Girard’s 
“Candidates sur le Reducibilite” for System FW [8]. For these reasons we have chosen 
to use a system of simple and polymorphic types, without dependent types. Finally, 
the decision to use impredicative polymorphism, rather than say a two-level system of 
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predicative polymorphism, was taken to simplify the presentation (we do not need to 
differentiate between “big” and “small” types, or alternatively to introduce a lifting of 
types to kinds which would over-complicate the equality theory [ 111). 
Products are definable in the impredicative calculus: 
A xBdAf dt:Type.(A+B+t)+t 
(M,N)dzf At:Type.Af :A-+B-+t. fMN 
fstMd~ff[[A](~n.:A.;ly:B.x) 
sndMd~fMIB](kA.;ly:B.y). 
There are several reasons why this is insufficient for our purposes. First, terms of 
the form w[A] (Lx : A. ,ly : B .x) and w[B](;lx : A . Ay : B ’ y) violate Miller’s 
restrictions on what may occur as arguments to a free function variable; it is not 
clear how to formulate a generalization of Miller’s restriction to allow such A-terms 
as arguments. Second, surjective pairing does not hold for this calculus, which is 
basically essential for a usable algorithm; for example it justifies the use of the Pair- 
Atom, Lot-Elim and Pair-Elim rules in Section 4. Finally, we would like our results 
to be applicable to other forms of polymorphism, such as the two-level predicative 
system mentioned earlier, and such encodings are not possible in such predicative 
systems. 
Section 2 presents the underlying calculus that we consider; we refer to this as 
the “locator calculus.” This calculus is System Fw extended with product types; prod- 
ucts are presented in a slightly non-traditional manner, in order to provide a use- 
ful normal form for the calculus. Appendix A briefly explains the relationship 
between this calculus and the more usual presentation of products in l-calculi. In 
Section 3 we define our extension of Miller’s pattern restriction, and show that it has a 
similar notion of a restricted P-reduction. In Section 4 we present our algorithm, while 
we present its proof of correctness in Section 5 (termination) and Section 6 (sound- 
ness and completeness). Because of the complications introduced by the combination 
of products and polymorphism, reasoning about termination constitutes the main tech- 
nical problem with verifying the algorithm. We develop a new technique for proving 
termination, using the size of terms with sharing. Section 7 provides our conclusions. 
2. Product normal form and the locator calculus 
2.1. Environments and types 
In this section we present the type theory underlying our calculus. We use judgements 
of the form renvz and r DZ 9, where C is a signature of typings for constants, r is 
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CONST 
tc E dmz(C) c E dam(Z) 
r DZ tC EC(tC) r DZ C EC(C) 
ENV ~ 
r D K kindx (t # dom( r)) r DZ A E Type (X $2 dam(r)) 
nil envr r,t:Kenvz r, x : A envr 
VAR 
renvz t E dam(r) renvz x E dom( r ) 
rDz tEr(t) rDcXEr(x) 
Fig. 1. Formation roles for environments. 
I 
TYPE, +F 
renvx r D KI kind,rr D K2kindz 
r D Type kindz rDK1 +Kz kindz 
-+I,+E 
r,t:K1 D~AEK~ l-bzAEK, -‘K2 rbzBEK, 
rl>zk:K,.AEK,+Kz rt>,(AB)EKZ 
r) I D ._ T,t:K, bzAEK2 rDzBEK1 I’r>xAEK, +K2 t#dom( 
-p, - ‘I 
rDz(/it:K1.A)B={B/t}A - rDch:Kl .At=A 
Fig. 2. Formulation rules for types and type operators. 
a typing environment and 9 a formula of the meta-logic. Formulae of the meta-logic 
and terms of the language are organized into the following categories: 
P~Formulae::=Kkindr 1 AEK 1 MEA 1 A=B 1 M=N 
rEEnvs::=nil 1 T,t:K / T,x:A 
KEKinds::=Type / KI 4K2 
A,BETypes::=tc 1 t 1 AxB I A 4B 1 At:K.A 1 1t:K.A I (AB). 
Type judgements are made relative to a signature C. Such a signature has at least 
the type constructor -+ and x of kind TypexType -t Type, and the family of type 
constructors A of kind (K --f Type) -+ Type (implicitly indexed by the kind K). This 
signature may contain other type and term constants; we use tc and c to denote type 
and term constants, respectively. Fig. 1 gives the formation rules for environments. 
We separate the namespace into term variables and type and type operator variables. 
Fig. 2 gives the formation rules for the types. 3 Essentially the types constitute a simply 
typed A-calculus (our calculus is based on Girard’s System F”). These formation rules 
are formulated independently of the rules for terms. 
3 To be more precise, these give formation rules for types and type operators. For most of the paper we 
will use “types” as a semantic abbreviation for “types and type operators”. 
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-tF, AF 
rDzAEType Tr>zBEType TDzAEType TbzBEType 
rbzA+BEType TDZAt:K.AEType 
+I, AI 
r,x:ADZ.MEB r,t:KbzMEA 
rbzlx:A.MEA--tB Tr>ZAt:K.MEAt:K.A 
--tE, AE 
l-DzMEAAB rDzNEA I-DzMEAt:K.A I-r>rBEK 
rDz(MN)EB r DZ M[B] E {B/t}A 
-4 AP 
T,x:ADzMEB rDxNEA r,t:KbzMEA rDxBEK 
I-Dz(Ax:A.M)N={N/x}M I-b,(At:K~M)[B]={B/t}M 
--‘v, 4 
TbzMEAAB x$dom(r) TDzMMEAt:K.A t$dom(r) 
rbZ.2x:A.Mx=M TDZAt:K.M[t]=M 
TYCONV 
TbxMEA rDzA’EType rr>xA=A’ 
rbzM EA’ 
Fig. 3. Type rules for functional term calculus. 
We are only concerned with terms and types in fin-normal form and product normal 
form (/I$-normal form, defined below). We will not consider terms in long /Iv-normal 
form (i.e. with terms n-expanded so that every atom of function type is the function 
part of an application, while every atom of product type is the target of a projector). 
In Section 3, we find it easier and simpler to specify the restrictions on terms in 
flq-normal form rather than long normal form. Furthermore, requiring terms to be 
preprocessed to be in long normal form is insufficient for our algorithm, since function 
and product types may be introduced (by the instantiation of “free” type variables) 
during the execution of the algorithm. 
2.2. The functional term calculus 
We now consider the term calculus for our type theory. In this section we only 
consider the subset of the calculus with functional and polymorphic types (- and 
A, respectively). In the next section we extend this with products, with a moderately 
non-traditional presentation. The functional subset of this calculus is Girard’s system 
FW, a polymorphic l-calculus with abstraction over types and type operators: 
M,N::=c 1 x 1 Lx:A.M 1 (MN) 1 At:K+M ( M[A]. 
The type rules for this term calculus, which are completely standard, are provided in 
Fig. 3. The reduction relation for this calculus includes the usual /I and q-reduction 
rules. 
- 
We use the following notational conventions: we use M, to denote the sequence of 
terms Ml,... ,M, (similarly for other syntactic classes), while we use [n] to denote the 
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set {l,...,n}. We use 
_- 
At 
- 
,:K,.M to denote At,:K1...At,,,:K,,,.M, ,lx;:A,.M to 
denote 2x1 :A, . . 
- 
.ix,:A,.M, 2G:E.A to denote AtI :KI...It,:K,,,.A, M[A,] to 
denote M[Al]. . . [Am], (MN,) to denote (MN, . . . N,,,), and (AB,) to denote (A B1 . . . 
- - 
B,). Furthermore, we use K,,, + K to denote KI + . .+ K, + K and A, + B to denote 
Att ... + A,,, + B. We denote term variables by f, y, h, w,x, y,z, F, G, H and type 
variables by t, u, v, T, U, V. 
The B and v rules give rise to an equality theory on the underlying term calcu- 
lus. We omit the statement of the usual congruence and closure rules which complete 
the statement of this theory, as well as the reflexive, symmetric and transitive rules. 
Omitting the rules for symmetry gives rise to a rewriting system; let r ELM + N E A 
denote that r DZ A4 E A and N results from applying these rewritting rules to M, sim- 
ilarly for types r TV ++ B E K. The following theorem summarizes the meta-properties 
we require of this calculus: 
Theorem 1. The following properties hold for the calculus considered here: 
Confluence for types: If r FL B1 E K, r kz B2 E K, I’ tz A --ff B1 E K and r tz A ++ B2 
E K, then there exists some A’ such that r kz B, ++ A’ E K and r kz B2 -++ A’ E K. 
Subject reduction for types: If r tx A --w A’ E K, then r tz A’ 6 K. 
Strong normalization for types: There does not exist an injinite sequence of rewrite 
steps r t-z Ai ++A,+1 E K for i E CO. 
Confluence for terms: If r tz N1 E A, r tz N2 E A, r tc M ++ N, E A and r l-z M - 
N2 EA, then there exists some M’ such that r tINI -++A@ EA and r tr 
N2 _A4 E A. 
Subject reduction for terms: Ifr t-Z M E A and r tz A4 ++ M’ E A, then r tz M’ E A. 
Strong normalization for terms: There does not exist an injinite sequence of rewrite 
steps rtzMi++Mi+l EA for igo. 
Uniqueness of types: If r tz M E A and r tp M E B, then r tI A = B. 
Decidability of type-checking: The validity of the judgements r Do A E K and r Do M 
E A is decidable. Given a type A, denote its unique kind by TV. Given a term M, 
denote the unique normal-form representative for the equivalence class of its type by 
zr(M). 
The results for types are standard for the simply-typed A-calculus. The results for 
terms (in particular confluence and strong normalization) were verified by Girard in 
his Ph.D. thesis [lo] (see also [S]). 
The terms in /Iv-normal form in this functional subset of the term calculus have the 
form: 
P::=c 1 x 1 (P1P2) 1 P[A], 
Q::=P 1 2x:A.Q 1 At:K.Q, 
where P is the class of atomic normal form terms. A notational complication here is 
how to denote an arbitrary term in normal form (for the simply typed subset of this 
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- _- - -- 
calculus, IX, : A,,, . MN, would suffice). We will use At,,,, : K,,,, . AX,, : A,, . y[Bn,] M,,, 
to denote a term in normal form with an initial prefix of 1 and /i abstractions binding 
tl ,...,Gn,,xl,...,&nz, and with head variable y applied to Bl,. . . ,B,,,Ml,. . . ,Mn2. No 
confusion in variable binding arises because of this (notational) permutation of types 
and terms, since types do not depend on term variables. We emphasize that this per- 
mutation is purely notational (Harper et al give a modules calculus with an underlying 
equality theory which makes this form of rearrangement explicit in the calculus [l 11). 
_-- 
We will denote the type of such a term by At,,,, : K,,,, . A,, + B. Extending our earlier 
-- 
notation, we use K,,,, A,, to denote a sequence of interleavings of kinds and types, and 
-- 
A,, M, to denote a sequence of interleavings of types and terms. 
2.3. The locator term calculus 
We now consider the notational complications introduced by products, and give a 
non-traditional presentation of System FW extended with products which solves these 
problems. Appendix A considers a traditional extension of the type system for System 
F” with products. The syntax for terms is extended with: 
M,N :I= . . . 1 (M,N) 1 fstM 1 sndM 
where we refer to fstM and sndM as projectors (and we refer to the traditional 
presentation of System F” with products as the projector calculus). This has the usual 
fl and q-reduction rules: 
fst(M, N)++BM, snd(M, N)++pN, (fstM,sndM)++,M 
The terms in normal form have the form: 
P::=c 1 x 1 (PlPz) ( P[A] I fstP 1 sndP 
Q::=P I Ax:A.Q 1 At:K.Q I (Qt,Q2) 
Although this might well be the usual familiar calculus in the interface for tools based 
on our algorithm, we do not use this calculus as the basis for our unification algorithm, 
because of the complicated atomic normal forms. We will use an idea originally pro- 
posed by Elliott [4], placing terms (and types and type operators) in product normal 
form. In the interests of defining this normal form, we introduce new constants to 
replace projectors in the term calculus. We introduce conversion rules involving these 
constants, whose admissibility is verified by considering their translation into combi- 
nators in the original calculus. We refer to this new calculus as the locator calculus. 
Definition 2 (Selectors and locators). The original term calculus is extended as fol- 
lows. We refer to the numerals 1 and 2 as selectors. A locator L is a (possibly empty) 
sequence of selectors. We denote the empty or identity locator by id, and we denote 
concatenation of locators by Lt Lz (juxtaposition). L1 <Lz denotes that L1 is a prefix 
of Lz. 
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The locator calculus is defined by using locators rather than projectors (as in 
Appendix A). So rather than terms of the form fstM and sndM, we deal with terms 
of the form LM. Locators have a stronger equality theory than projectors, reflecting the 
fact that the corresponding reduction relation is intended as an algorithm for converting 
terms to product normal form. 
In Appendix A we verify that the locator calculus is a conservative extension of 
System F” with products, in the sense that there is a equality-preserving mapping 
from terms in the locator calculus to terms in the projector calculus, such that well- 
typed terms in the former are mapped to well-typed terms in the latter. The basic idea 
is to extend the reduction relation to allow applications of locators to be pushed to the 
“head” of an application, so L (MN) * (L M) N and L (M [A]) + (LM) [A]. However 
polymorphism introduces some tedious complications. Assume for example that the 
signature contains a constant c of type At : Type. t, then we would like the following 
conversion to hold: 
l(c[A xB])=(lc)[A XII]. 
To validate this conversion, we introduce (in Appendix A) a translation for terms 
[r tz M EAT with 
[rkzl(c[A xB])EA]=(Af:A xB.fstf) (c[‘4 XB]) 
[r&(lc)[A XB]EA] 
= (1f : (At : Type. t) ’ At : Type. fst(f[A x B])) c [A x B]. 
The main point to note here is that the translation (and the typing of located atoms) 
must be made relative to a surrounding context of polymorphic applications. 
Definition 3 (Locator calculus). The locator calculus is given by extending the func- 
tional term calculus given in the previous subsection with the following rules: 
LeLocators::=id 1 1 1 2 1 LlL2 
M,NETerms::=... 1 (M,N) 1 LM 
The type and equality rules for this term calculus are given by extending the rules in 
Figs. l-3 with the rules in Fig. 4. For convenience we identify terms A4 and located 
terms id M. The last &rule gives us the associativity L (L’ M) = (LL’)M. 
Appendix A defines the translation [r FE M E Al (by induction over type derivations) 
from the locator calculus into the projector calculus i.e., System F” with products. The 
equivalence between the two systems is given by 
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XF, XI 
Tr>zAEType TDzBEType TD~MEA TDZNEB 
rDzA x BEType rD,(M, N)EA x B 
xE 
-- - 
rDzktEA rD~(LM[B,]N,)Edtk:Kk.A,--,AII xA; 
rDz(idA4)EA 
-- 
rD,((iL)M[B,]N,)Edtk:Kk.A,--,AI 
-- 
r DX L M[.&]N, E Bl X & 
-- -- -- 
rDz ((~wv,]N,, (w~~~m~~n) =~[-ki~, 
X6 
X6 
rD,L(M[A])EB rDzL(A4N)EA 
rD,L(M[A])=(LM)[A] rDxL(MN)=LMN 
rDxL(L’M)EA 
rD&(L’M)=(LL’)kf 
Fig. 4. Type and equality rules for the locator calculus. 
Definition 5 (Product normal form). The types and terms in product normal form 
(i.e. /Ir@normal form) are described by the following grammar: 
A::=At:K.A 1 A+A’ / AxA’ 1 t?i 1 &:K.A 
-- 
M::=(Lc[A,]M,) 1 (Lx[A,]M,) 1 hc:A .A4 1 At:K .A4 1 (M,, M2) 
We will denote (unlocated) type variables by p* and q*, and located term variables 
by px and qx, in the remainder. We will use p and q to denote such terms where the 
syntactic class is unimportant. 
2.4. Properties of the locator calculus 
We need to verify that lJ$-reduction is confluent and terminating. Let +6 denote 
reduction under the &rules. 
Lemma 6. --++s is canonical i.e., conjuent and terminating. 
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Termination is verified by using the multiset measure {size of N 1 L N is a subterm 
of M}, which is reduced by each application of a S-rule to M. Local confluence 
follows from the absence of critical pairs. Confluence is a result of local confluence 
and termination. Since normal forms are unique and always defined, we denote the 
normal form of A4 under d-reduction by Gnorm(M). Now define the rewrite relation 
M 3 N by: Gnorm(M) $ Gnorm(N), where --H denotes Pr&reduction, and z denotes 
the reflexive transitive closure of the ++ relation (similarly for any other rewrite relation, 
such as 3). 
* 
Lemma 7. ZJ’ M -H N then M 3 N. 
Proof. The verification is by induction on the number of B-redices in M, verifying that 
it is possible to permute S-reductions with P-reductions and q-reductions. We consider 
some representative cases: 
(i) For the case of (--+/?, x6): 
L((~.x:A.M)N)-+Q(L(Ax:A.M))N 
-s (Ix:A.LM)N 
++/I {NIXHL M) 
= L ({NIxIM) 
qL((/Zx:A.M)N). 
(ii) For the case of (-+q, x 6): 
L(~x:A.Mx)+Q(~x:A.L(Mx)) 
-Hi Ax:A.LMx 
++,LM 
+,L(Rx:A.Mx). 
(iii) For the case of (xv, x6): 
-- -- 
((lL)(~NMnINn, WWWknlNn) 
-- - -- 
-6 ((lL)MWMNm WXMWL%Wn) 
-- 
-+a ((1L)MWmINn, W)MWmINn) 
-- 
-++il LMNAmINn 
-- 
‘ts L W WE4nINn 
ft,, ((1LWWkINn~ (2L)(MWL4nINn) 
- 
((1 L)(Ix : A .M)[A,]NN,, 
-_ 
(2L)(ix : A M)[A,]NN,) 
-+s ((;lx:A.(lL)M)[A,]NN,,(~x:A.(2L)M)[A,]NN,) 
-- -- 
-p ({N/x} (UL)WKnINn, ~JVx~((2LbWKnlNn) 
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-- 
= ((1~)(w~P)[~mI~n, w)(~wP%4mlNz) 
-- 
*‘I L ({mPmM~n 
-- 
*c&q L (Ax : A . M)[A,]NN, 
-- -- 
‘ctl ((1 L)(h: A ~M)[A,]NN,,(2L)(kx: A ~M)[A,]NN,,) 
where in the second case the existence of the j?-redex is guaranteed by the type 
hypothesis (which requires the term to have product type). 0 
Lemma 8. 3 is conjhent and terminating. 
The verification uses Girard’s method of “candidats de reducibilitt” [ 10,8]. We omit 
the details, since the approach is essentially the same as that described by Gallier [8], 
defining a typed notion of “Girard sets” [8, p. 701, and verifying that Girard sets 
are candidates of reducibility, and that the type-indexed families of sets of strong 
normalizing terms and the families of sets of confluent terms both denote families of 
Girard sets. The consideration of terms in b-normal form is crucial to use the approach 
described by Gallier [8], in particular in verifying the closure of Girard sets under the 
semantic type constructors [8, p. 711. Finally we have: 
Lemma 9. /%$-reduction is canonical i.e., terminating and conjluent. 
Proof. Termination follows from termination for 3, and the fact that +-reduction 
sequences may be simulated by =$-reduction sequences. Confluence essentially follows 
a similar approach, verifying that the following diagram commutes (essentially using 
Hardin’s interpretation technique [ 11). 0 
-Tt 
/ 
I 
I 
Gnorm 1 
Gnorm 
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Confluence for /&@-reduction provides an algorithm for converting terms and types 
to product normal form. We consider the following strategy in the next section for 
specifying extended patterns. We first of all consider terms and types in bq-normal 
form. This corresponds to converting projectors fst and snd to selectors 1 and 2. 
This normal form corresponds to how we expect to enter terms in our calculus (for 
example using it as a metalanguage). We provide a statement of the extended pattern 
restriction for terms in /Iv]-normal form. We then consider the simplification of the 
extended pattern restriction for terms in /+5-normal form i.e. in product normal form. 
Having described the extended pattern restriction for terms in /?q-normal form, for the 
remainder of the paper we only consider terms in p$-normal form. 
3. Extended patterns 
In this section we present our extension of patterns for product types. To specify the 
restrictions on the application of free variables, we reformulate the type rules to specify 
the restrictions for terms in normal form, and also incorporate a specification of which 
variables are “bound” (i.e. locally bound by a i,-abstraction) or free. To accomplish 
the latter we introduce a modified form of sequent with quanti$er contexts rather than 
type environments: 
We assume that all variables in a quantifier context are distinct. &3t : K and &ELx :A 
denote the addition of the corresponding existential quantifier to the quantifier context. 
Q’v’t :K and Q’dx : A denote the addition of the corresponding universal quantifier to the 
suffix of the equantifier context. All of these operations assume that the variable being 
added is not already bound in the quantifier context (as usual). A universally quantified 
variable is one which is locally bound (or rigid), while an existentially quantified 
variable is one which is free (or flexible). We will sometimes treat a quantifier context 
as a partial function: (QEx : A . Q’)(x) = Ex : A for E E {‘v’, 3}, dom( Q) denotes the set 
of variables bound in Q, while QX denotes the restriction of Q to the variables bound 
to the left of x in &; similarly for type variables t. 
For brevity, we assume that the constants in the signature C occur as an initial 
prefix of universally quantified variables in any such quantifier context. The existentially 
quantified variables correspond to the “free” variables in the terms. The variables which 
are universally quantified in the suffix of the context correspond to the locally bound 
variables, introduced by L-abstraction. 
The well-typed terms and types in /Q-normal form (not necessarily product normal 
form) are a subset of those formed by the following grammar: 
A4 l Atomic atom Terms::=x 1 (Lkf,,,) 1 (k&,&f) 1 M,,,,[A] 
M E Compound Terms : : = Matom 1 2x:A.M 1 z4t:K.M 1 (M,,M2). 
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We make use of the following metafunctions defined over atomic well-typed terms and 
well-kinded types in /Iv-normal form: 
source(x) dsf x args(x) dAf { ) 
source(lM) dAf source(M) args(LM) dzf args(M) 
source(M [A]) dgf source(M) args(M [A]) dgf args(M) U {A} 
source(MN) def source(M) args(M N) def args(M) U {N}. 
Here source(M) (source(A)) yields the variable at the head of a term M (type A). 
args(M) (args(A)) yields the set of the arguments in the application subterms (sub- 
types) of M(A), following a path from the root and through the rator part of any 
application. In the following, paramSet distributes the params metafunction over such 
a set of terms. params is necessary for the statement of the extended pattern restriction, 
to decompose pairs in operand positions into their components. 
parainSet({Mi}~ U {Aj}j) d”f 
( 
U parSIllS U {Aj}j 
i > 
params((M, N)) dAf params U params 
params dAf {M} if M is not a pair. 
We use these metafunctions to define the following predicate which restricts the well- 
typed normal form terms: 
Definition 10. Given terms M and N in fiq-normal form, define the predicate 
WFg(M, N) to be true if and only if 
and 
(i) source(M) E {Xi}i U {Xy}j, or 
(ii) source(M) E {Xi}i and N z_Ly, some y E {z$‘}j, and (L’y) E paramSet(args 
(M)) implies L 6 L’, L’ $ L. 
WFQ(M, A) is defined in a similar way. WFe(A,B) is the usual statement of the pattern 
restriction for simply-typed J-terms. 
Fig. 5 gives the rules which restrict normal form terms to extended patterns. These 
rules make use of an initial quantifier context, which is subsequently extended with 
local bindings. The importance of these rules is that they provide the following form 
of patterns for our language. 
Definition 11 (Extended patterns). Given a quantifier context Q, a term A4 in product 
normal form satisfies the (simple) extended pattern restriction if: 
(i) M E 1x : A . N and N satisfies the simple extended pattern restriction in QVx : A. 
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VAR 
TYPE 
AF, AI 
AE 
+I 
+E 
XF 
xl. xE 
Cii? DZ Type pat 
QVt:KDz.Apat C$it:KD~bfpat 
&Dz At:K.Apat Qbx At:K.Mpat 
& Do M pat e DI B pat WFQ(M, B) 
& DZ WBI pat 
Q’vx:At~Mpat @cft:KDzApat 
&?DZ%x:A.Mpat QDZIt:K.Apat 
& DZ M pat Q DZ N pat WFQ(M, N) 
!4?b (MN)pat 
Q Do A pat Q DZ B pat WFQ(A, B) 
&b (AB)pat 
&DzApat QDZ Bpat 
Q~~AxBpat 
QDzMpat QDzNpat QDzMPat 
& DC (M, N) Pat Q DI (LM) pat 
Fig. 5. Extended pattern restrictions for terms in pq-normal form 
(ii) M-At: K . N and N satisfies the simple extended pattern restriction in Q’dt : K. 
(iii) M = (IV,, Nz) and Nt and N2 satisfy the simple extended pattern restriction in Q. 
-- 
(iv) M = Lx[A,]M, and each Ai and M, satisfies the simple extended pattern restriction 
in Q; and furthermore either x is a constant or a variable universally quantified 
in Q, or x is existentially quantified in Q and 
(a) each Ak = tk, where tk is universally quantified to the right of x in e; and if 
tk, = tk, then kl = k2 and 
(b) each Mk = LL xk, where xk is universally quanitified to the right of x in e; 
and if k-k, = xk, then Lk, 6 _&, Lb g Ln_, . 
A term or type satisfying the pattern restriction in Fig. 5 may be converted to 
one satisfying this simpler statement of the restriction using the following currying 
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transformation. For any existentially quantified variable F of n term parameters (with 
formal parameter types Al,. . . , A,), with the ith parameter of product type, replace all 
occurrences of F with the term AX, : A, . Gx~ . . .xi_l (1 xi) (2 xi)xi+l . . .x,, where G 
is a new existentially quantified variable of the appropriate type. For example, given 
the term: 
At. /Ix. ly . AZ. F [t] (1 x) ((y, 2 x),z) 
the algorithm translates this to: 
At./tx.Ay.Az.G[t](l x)y(2 x)z 
via the substitution: 
F~At~;1u~h~G[t]u(l 1 u)(2 1 v)(2 u). 
This transformation will be shown to preserve the set of substitutions satisfying the 
original equality constraints. 
Miller’s pattern restriction [14] requires applications of “free” function variables to 
be q-convertible to the form (FQ where the xi’s are distinct local constants introduced 
within the scope of F. Our pattern restriction generalizes applications of this form in 
two ways: 
(i) we allow the head of such an application to be a locator applied to the free 
variable F; and 
(ii) we allow the actual parameters to be locators applied to local constants (introduced 
within the scope of F), where moreover a local constant may be repeated within 
the argument list provided the locators applied to the two occurrences are not 
prefixes of each other. 
Miller noted that with his restrictions the unification algorithm only needed to consider 
a restriction form of p-conversion which amounted to permutation of bound variables. 
Consideration of the /?-reduction relation for the calculus with locators gives the fol- 
lowing generalization of &-reduction: 
Definition 12 (Pox-reduction). Define Bsrc-reduction to be the closure under the typed 
term formation rules of the following rewrite rules: 
(i) (At : K . A)t’++~~{t’/t}A 
(ii) (At : K . M) [t’] ++p,,{t’/t}M 
(iii) (Ix:A ~M)(Lw)+~O{(L~)/~}M 
(iv) (Li)(Ml,M2)++/IoLM -- 
(v> ~1(~244mI~n)~p,(~l~2>xL4mIMz 
(vi) L(~~~:K~.~X~:AI.M)~S~/~~~:K~.~XI:AI.LM. 
These rules simply correspond to combining the rules for /?&reduction which are 
applicable to terms and types resulting from substituting /3&normal forms for vari- 
ables satisfying the extended pattern restriction. The following is verified by a tedious 
induction on reduction sequences. 
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Lemma 13. If r EX M E A, QDz.Mpat, r FZ NE B and QDZ. N pat, where r 
equals Q with all quantijiers removed, and where x is existentially quantijied with 
type B in &. Then {N/x}M -++bO M’ if and only if {N/x}M -id M’ 
We see that Part-reduction is a restricted case of @-reduction which is complete 
for extended patterns. Lemma 7 verifies that d-reductions may be permuted with 
/?-reductions. So Parr-reduction can be viewed as b-reduction followed by transfor- 
mation to product normal form. 
4. The unification algorithm 
In this section we present the unification algorithm, in the style of structural oper- 
ational semantics. Configurations of the algorithm are triples of the form (‘2; %?; %$), 
where: 
_- - 
&o E Global Quantifier Context ::= bftk, : &, . ‘di;C, :Ak2 . 3 t& : K& . 3x& : Ah2 
_- 
&L E Local Quantifier Context ::= vtk, : Kk, . VZtg : Akz 
%‘EConstraint List::=T 1 %?I,@ 1 L&.M=h’ 1 QL.A=B. 
A constraint M = N or A = B is to be considered as a set rather than an ordered 
pair; this allows us to omit the symmetric statement of many of the rules of the 
algorithm. A configuration (e; g’; %A ) carries two constraint lists, a list of constraints 
%? remaining to be analysed by the unification algorithm, and a set of answer constraints 
WA which constitute the output of a successful execution of the algorithm. For each 
constraint e. M = N or Q. A = B in 92 or Ce,, Q denotes the local quantzjier context. 
The quantifier context &? in a configuration (&; ‘&; %A) denotes the global quantijier 
context. Essentially each combination of the global quantifier context and each local 
quantifier context gives rise to a quantifier context in the sense described in the previous 
section; each constraint in a configuration has its own quantifier context, formed by 
the concatenation of the global and local quantifier contexts. 
The extension of FV to quantifier contexts and constraint lists is unsurprising, for ex- 
ample FV(QWc:A)=(FV(Q)UFV(A))-{x}. Th e constraint list % is in solved form 
if %$ = ((ti = Ai)i, (xi = Mi)j) and for all i, t, is existentially quantified in e, ti @(U, FV 
(Aj)) U (Uk Fr’(hfk)) UFV( Q) U FV(%?), and i f-j implies ti # tj; similarly for the xj’s. 
Given an initial configuration with ?& empty, the algorithm maintains this invariant 
when adding answer constraints to %A. 
Given configurations (e; 9?; %$A) and (&‘; %“; vi), we denote that the latter is obtain- 
able by applying a transition of the unification algorithm by (&; %‘; %?,, ) + (e’; %“; %” ); 
& denotes the reflexive transitive closure of this relation. We postpone a formalization 
of well-formed configurations until we introduce the unification logic, in Section 6. 
A final conjiyuration is one of the form (Q; T; VA), where %?A is in solved form. 
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The algorithm is specified relative to a signature C which contains the primitive type 
constructors +, x and A. 
As with several formulations of &unification, it is very important that the constraints 
being analysed be treated as a list rather than a multiset. As pointed out by Nipkow 
[20,21], the algorithm may not terminate (due to a failure of the occurs check) if 
subconstraints introduced by a flexible-rigid step (the Flex-Pair, Flex-Const and Flex- 
Param rules below) are not analysed before any further constraints are considered. 
Consider for example F = c G, G = c F. 
To shorten the statement of the algorithm, we use x, y, t to denote constants as well as 
variables, unless we explicitly state otherwise. If the algorithm terminates with a valid 
final configuration, then we say that the equated terms are unifiable, and a unifying 
substitution may be constructed from the answer constraint list. In the next section we 
show that, starting from a valid initial configuration, any execution of the unification 
algorithm is terminating. Furthermore, each step of the algorithm preserves the set of 
unifying substitutions for the constraints. Thus if the equated terms are unifiable, the 
substitution derived from the final answer constraint list is a most general unifier, with 
other unifiers derivable via composition with this substitution. 
4.1. Rigid-rigid transitions 
We begin with the rules for simplifying terms. The Lam-Lam and Lam-Atom rules 
remove i-abstractions. The Lam-Atom rules perform implicit q-expansions of the atom 
on the right-hand side. 
Lam-Lam-Ty (Q; (~‘.nt:K.M=/it:K.N),~;~~))j 
(Q; (Q’Vt:K.M=N),%T;W~). 
Lam-Lam-Tm (Q; (&‘.~x:A.M=~~x:A.N),~;CeA)~ 
(Q; (Q’Vx:A.M=N),%?;+$). 
-- 
Lam-Atom-Ty (Q; (Q’ . (At : K . M) = (Lx[A]N)), 97; VA) + 
(Q; (&‘Vt:K.M=(Lx[~ t]N)),%T;CeA). 
-- 
Lam-Atom-Tm (Q; (Q’ . (1.x : A’ . M) = (Lx[A]N)), VT; VA) + 
-- 
(Q; (Q’~x:A~M=((Lx[A]Nx)),W;W,). 
The Pair-Pair and Pair-Atom rules remove pair constructors, reducing equality con- 
straints to constraints over their constituent parts. Again the Pair-Atom rule performs 
implicit y-expansions of the atom. The restriction of Pair-Atom to rigid atoms is neces- 
sary to ensure termination, and is the first indication that products introduce non-trivial 
complications when reasoning about termination. 
Pair-Pair (Q; (&‘.(Ml,N,)=(M2,N2)),~;~~))j 
(Q; (Q’.M =M2),(&‘.N =N2),%%l)A. 
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Pair-Atom (Q; (&‘.(M~,M~)=(Lx[A]N)),~;~~))~ 
-- 
(Q; (&‘.M =((I ~)xLw)),(Q’~~2=((2 ~)44W),~;%4) 
where x is a constant in C or is universally quantified in &&I. 
The rigid-rigid rule simplifies equality constraints between two terms where the 
heads of both are the same constant (either global or introduced locally); in this case 
both must have the same locator applied to each of their heads. 
Rigid-rigid (Q; (Q’ . (Lx[A,]M,~)=(Lx[B,]N,,)),~; %?A)+ 
(Q (e"A;=Bi)i~[m],(Q"Mj=Nj)jE[m'],~; %I) 
where x is a constant in C or is universally quantified in QQ’, and m = n and m’ = n’. 
4.2. Flexible-rigid rules 
We next consider the transitions which simplify the forms of terms with flexible 
heads. The following rule eliminates locators applied to the head of a flexible term, 
by introducing a pair of new flexible variables. Combined with the simplification rules 
above, this will allow us to assume that the flexible side of any constraint has the 
form (F PI . . . p,,) where each pi is a located variable. The restriction of application 
of this rule to actual locator occurrences (rather than being driven by the type of F) 
is important for the termination proof in the next section. 
Lot-Elim (Q; (&‘.(Li)F=N),V; VA)=+ 
(Q”; (Q’ . L Gi = {M/F}N), {M/F}%?; F =M, {A4/F}%$) 
where Q=Ql.ClF:(At:K.A-+B1 xB:!).Q _- 
and &“=~,.3F:3G,:(At:K.A~B,).3G2:(dZ:K.AjB,).&2 
and M=/it:K.~~:A.(G,[t]x,G2[t]X). 
The following rule simplifies the argument list to a flexible variable, by eliminating 
pairs in that argument list (as shown by the example on p. 19). 
- 
Pi& CL22 4%&WJWW,‘= {NIF}M”),(NIF)~;F=N,{NIF}~A’A) 
where &t = Qr,r . ~F:(A~:~.A,,,-+(AN +AN, x A.Q)+AL+B). Q1,2 
- 
and N=Ai~:~.I~:Arn. 
- 
R,v:(A,~+AN, xAN*).~,~~:A:,.G[~~I~,(~Y)(~Y)~ 
and Q’, = &,,I . 3F. 
- 
~G:(A~~:K~.A,~(AN~AN,)~(AN~AN~)-~(A~~B).&,,~. 
The following rule simplifies a constraint involving a flexible term and a pair. Note 
that this rule does not involve an occurs check for the variable being eliminated. We 
discuss the termination of the algorithm with this rule in the next section. 
Flex-Pair (QI; (~~.(F[P~IP,“)=(MI,M~)),~; VA>* 
- 
C&i; (Q2 . (Gi[p~lp,“>=Mi>i~[2l~{N/F}~~ FEN, {N/F}%) 
where ~,=el,l.3F:(Atk:Kk.A,~B, xB2).Q2 
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- - 
and e;=e,,,.3F,3G,:(Atk:~.A,~B,).3G2:(Atk:Kk.Am~B2).e,,* 
_- 
and N=A~~:K~.~X,:A,.(G~[~~]X,,G~~]X,). 
The following rules replace a flexible variable with the rigid expression it is equated 
to. Which rule is applied depends on the form of the head of the rigid term. If this 
head is a constant c in the signature C, then we apply the Flex-Const step; in this case 
c cannot be obtained from F by projecting on one of its arguments. Matters become 
more interesting if the head is a variable z occurring in the local quantifier context. In 
this case z can only be obtained as a result of instantiating F by projecting on one of 
F’s arguments in the process of P-reducing the result of instantiating F. Furthermore 
since F’s arguments are located variables, there must be an argument of F whose 
source is z and whose locator is a suffix of the locator applied to z in the head of the 
rigid term. Our restrictions ensure that there is no more than one such argument to F; 
if such an argument exists, it is uniquely chosen in the application of the Flex-Param 
step. 
Flex-Const 
-- -- 
(Q; (~‘.(F[~~,I~~*)=(Lc[B,,IM,,)),~; %7A)* 
-- 
(Q”; (Q’ . (CP&, )=Bih~[n,l,<Q’ ’ (G,[~~,I~~,)=M~)~~I~~],{NIF}V; 
F = N, {W’)+YA > 
_-- 
where ~=~,.3F:(At,,:K,;A,,~A).&2 
and c is in C and F $! Uj FV(Mj) 
and N=At,:G.Lx,,:A,,,,. 
L c [(TIC,). . . (~n,C,)I(GEZ,lxm,) . . . (G~KJX,2) 
and Q” = &i . 3F . 3 Tl : (Km, -+ z(B1)). . .3 T,, : (Km, + z(B,, )). 
--- _-- 
3 GI : (At,, : Km, . A,, --f z(M1)) . . .3 G,, : (At,, : K,,,, . A,, + z(M,,, )). 
{N/F} &?a 
Flex-Param 
(‘k?; @‘.(F[~l~)=(L z[B,Il&&% @A)* 
(Q”; <Q’ . (Tip& )=Bi)iE[nll,(Q’ (Gj[p~,l~)=Mj)j~[n,l, {NIF)@; 
F =N {WW@A’A 
_-- 
where Q=Qi .3F:(At,,,, :K,,,, .A,,,+A).& 
and z is universally quantified in CL&Q’ and F $ Uj FV(Mj) 
and pi = (L”z) and L = L’L” for some k E [mz] 
_- 
and N=At,, :K,,,, ‘Aq:A,,,,. 
- 
~‘~k[(T~t~,)...(T,,~)l(G1[tm,l3Cm,)...(Gn,[tm,l~) - 
and Q” = Qi .3F .3 Tl : (K,,,, -+ z(B1)). .. 3 T,, : (Km, + z(B,, )). 
_-- -- 
3G1 : (At,,,, : Km, . A,, --f z(M, )). . .3G,, : (AK: K,,,, . A,, + z(M,, )). 
{N/F} Qz. 
Both of these rules make use of the r(M) and r(A) functions for computing types 
and kinds, respectively, as defined in Theorem 1. The type context is left implicit for 
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brevity. The following example illustrates why it is necessary to compute types (where 
c is a constant, F a flexible variable): 
c:A x(dt:Type.t),F:B 
F = (2 c)[dt, : Type . At2 : Type . tl -+ t2] [A] [B] (1 c). 
On the other hand the algorithm does not require the types of the flexible variables to 
execute, so this expensive computing of types and kinds may be postponed until after 
unification has terminated, when “computed” I-abstractions need to be output. 
4.3. Flexible--jexible rules 
The rules in this subsection simplify constraints involving two flexible terms. Again 
we only consider the case for term variables, that for type variables being similar but 
simpler. In the case of first order unification this involves simply replacing one variable 
with another. In the case of unification with patterns, the scope of the variables being 
unified must be suitably combined. Where two occurrences of the same variable are 
equated, the algorithm proceeds much as in Miller’s algorithm. Where occurrences of 
two distinct variables are equated, the next step in the algorithm is somewhat more 
involved due to the presence of located variables in the arguments of the variables. 
Flex-Flex-Same The terms being unified are flexible terms with the same head, say 
F[pL]p,” and F[z]z. In this case let {ij}jEImrI C [m] and {kj}jcIn/I be the maximal 
such index sets such that (a) M’ 6 m, 1 < il< i2 < . <&I <m and pt = q[ for each 
j E [m’]; and (b) n’ d n, 1 d kr < k2 . . . <k,,r <n and pi: = qc for each j E [n’]. We 
introduce a new variable G which is substituted for F. Letting N = AK : G.lX, : A,. 
G[ti, . . . ti,,,, ]Xk, . . .xk,, 3 and letting B’=At;, :K;, . . . Ati,, :Ki,, .Ak, + ... +Ak,, +A, 
where F has type B = At, : g. A,, + A, we make the transition: - 
(Q, .3F:B.&2;(&‘.(F[p61p,“)=(F[~lq,X)),~;~)~ 
(Q”; {WF}%F=N {WW%) 
wheree”=~1.3F:B.3G:B1.Q2. 
Flex-Flex-Diff The terms being unified are flexible terms different heads. Suppose 
-_ 
the equated terms are (F, [p&l pi, ) and (F2[qd,]q,X,). Assume the types of Fl and F2 
-- --I are B1 = At,, : K,, .A,, -+ A and B2 = A& : K,,,, . Ab --f A’, respectively. We introduce 
a new variable G which is substituted for both Fl and F2. 
Define P = { pf}i n {qj}j and 1 e m = IPI. Define the partial monomorphisms qt t 
and & such that (Pt : [m] + [ml], & : [m] + [mz], and p& = q&) for i = 1,. . , , m. 
Let q,(i) = p&ij and t&(i) = q$,(;). Finally, define t: and KL for k E [m] by 
(&K;) d”f (t,,(k),&,(k)). 
Note that (t,,(k,,&,,(k)) = (t,j,~k&~(k)‘), SO the choice is arbitrary. 
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The definitions of &,, $, and {A~}kC:[,,] for term variables are somewhat more 
complicated, because of the extended pattern restriction. Define P’ = { pk E { p,“}i I3ql 
E {q:}j.q/ <pk},Q’= {qi E {qT}j I3pk E {pf}i.pk Gqr}, and let n= IP’U Q’l. De- 
fine the partial monomorphisms cpX and & such that: 
c~x:[ml+E~ll x [nzl and {q/x I3kE[ml. cp,(k)= (i,j),pix6qf}=Q 
1+b~:[[m]+[n2]x [nl] and {p~13kE[m]~$x(k)=(j,i),q~dpf}=P’. 
(i,j) is meta-notation for a pair, with me&r-operations l(i,j) = i and 2(i,j) = j. 
Define the functions A and 1,6~,, total on [n], by 
A; d&f A2($x;(k)) if k $ dam(%) 
Ak&)) otherwise. 
Let B= At”.K” .x+A. Letting 
M, =“,l,,:Km, .rl;c,,:A,, .G[~,(l)...~,(m)]~~(l)...~~(n) 
-- 
M2=Ag:K& 
-- 
-. 2~;~ :A$ . G[&(l)...rj@)]r&l).~&z) 
we make the transition: 
(Q13fi :BI . Q23fi:B2. Q3; (e’.(~[p~,lp,X,,=(F2[q~21qn:),~;~eA 
=+ (62”; {M1Pi,Wfi}~;fi =M~,fi =M2, {M/fi,M2/fi)~~:A) 
where &11=~13G:B.3F,:B1.Q23F2:B2.&3). 
To understand the Flex-Flex-Diff rule, consider the following constraint: 
(F x(1 y)zw)=(G(l x) (2 x)y z). 
The algorithm computes the substitution: 
F++,lG:&.H x2x3(1 x,) (2 xl) 
--i G++;1x;:A4.H (1 x;) x:x:x; 
where H has the type A2 4 AI, + A’, + Ai -+B (where B is the common range type for 
(F x(1 y)zw) and (G(l x) (2 x) y z)). 
An alternative formulation of the Flex-Flex-Diff rule is possible, in terms of one 
rule which is repeatedly applied to specialize the argument lists of the unificands, 
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followed by an application of a rule similar to that found in Miller’s algorithm [14], 
which intersects the argument lists. Under this formulation, the example above would 
be repeatedly simplified as follows: 
(F x (1 Y> = w)=(G (1 x> (2 x) Y => 
(F’ (1 J-> (2 x> (1 Y> = w)=(G (1 x) (2 x> Y =) 
(F’ (1 xl (2 x> (1 Y) z w)=(G’ (1 x) (2 x) (1 y) z) 
(H (1 x) (2 x) (1 Y) =)= (H (1 x) (2 x) (1 v) =). 
4.4. Raising transitions 
We have assumed a particularly restrictive form of quantifier context, of the form 
tr3V’. Logic programming in metalanguages such as L;~ [ 141 (that might be augmented 
with pen-unification) give rise to arbitrary interleavings of universal and existential 
quantifiers. The purpose of the raising transitions is to permute existential quantifiers 
with universal quantifiers binding local constants, raising all existentially quanitified 
variables to the global quantifier context. In this way arbitrary quantifier contexts may 
be transformed into the restrictive form of quantifier context we have been consid- 
ering. In Section 6 we extend the Miller-Pfenning unification logic with a notion of 
well-typing for substitutions which allows us to reason about the correctness of the 
unification algorithm in the presence of raising transitions. 
RaiseKT (Q; ( &’ Vt : K3 F : A Q” . W), VI; G& ) =s- 
(Q;(Q’3F:(dt:K.A)M: KQ”~{(F[t])/F}Y),%“;&) 
Raisen(&; (Q’Vx:A3F: BQ”~%?),@‘;?&) + 
(&;(Q’3F:A+BVx:AQ”.{(F x)/F)V),@;%$). 
The following rules perform routine housekeeping. Combined with the raising rules, -- -- 
these allow us to maintain global quantifier context in the form 3 ti, : K’ .3x;, : AL,, 
_‘-.- k: - - 
where each constraint has a local quantifier context of the form Vt$ : K,fi . Vx2 : AZ*. ’ 
I I 3 2 
RaiseTm(Q; (3x:AQ’-%?),%?;(F)A) + (Q3x:A; (Q’.%“),%Y;?&) 
Permute(Q; (Q”dx:AVt:K&“~%?),V’;%?~) 3 
(~;(~‘~t:KVx’xA~“.~),~‘;~~). 
In the latter rule, we assume that the type variable t has been renamed to avoid 
any accidental capture of free variables in the type A before any permutation has been 
performed. 
5. Termination of the algorithm 
In this section we reason about the termination of the algorithm provided in the 
previous section. We verify that the algorithm terminates on all inputs, in the next 
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section we verify that each transition of the algorithm preserves the set of solutions to 
the original unification algorithm. These results combined provide us with soundness 
and completeness results for the algorithm. 
The termination of the algorithm is complicated by products. The rule for eliminat- 
ing locators requires the introduction of (permanent) new variables (for the left and 
right components of pairs being projected out of). For example if we consider the 
constraints: 
(222F)=(cG), G=F 
where for example F has type A = (int x (int x (int x int))) and c has type A -+ int, 
then repeated applications of Lot-EIim, followed by a final application of Flex-Const 
and Flex-Flex-Diff, reduce these to the single constraint 
Repeated applications of Flex-Pair and Flex-FIex-Diff lead to the final constraint 
at which point the occurs check in Flex-Const rule fails. This example also illustrates 
that polymorphism introduces extra complications into reasoning about termination with 
products. We camiot determine in advance how many new variables are to be introduced 
by the locator elimination rule, on the basis of type information alone (since type 
variables may be instantiated with product types). 
The intuition for the termination argument is as follows: The trees underlying the 
term calculus are in fact directed graphs, where variables (which can be thought of 
as pointers) give rise to shared vertices. Each variable vertex with a locator applied 
to it is the root of a directed binary tree, with edges labelled by selectors (selector 
edges). We will refer to this as a locator tree, while we will refer to a path made 
up of selector edges as a locator path. Such a graph also contains edges correspond- 
ing to equated vertices (constraint edges). The unification algorithm may be seen as 
merging vertices joined by constraint edges, in effect “pasting together” locator trees. 
The termination argument will be based on this intuitive explanation of the unification 
of located variables. In general every cycle will need to pass through a rigid term 
vertex, provided every constraint is well-typed. This is ensured by the unification algo- 
rithm, which implicitly builds such a graph. This will greatly simplify the termination 
argument, since it allows us to assume that the locator tree rooted at any variable 
vertex has finite depth. We will use locator occurrences to get a “true” estimate of 
the number of variable vertices in the set of locator trees implicitly constructed by 
unification. 
The proof of termination is provided in Section 5.2. The difficult part of the proof is 
for the application of Flex-Pair. This part of the proof is therefore worked out in detail 
in Section 5.4. This part of the proof makes use of a locator tree construction, provided 
in Section 5.1, and a verification of termination for a particular class of constraints, 
provided in Section 5.3. 
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5.1. The locator tree construction 
Definition 14 (First-order reduction). We assume given the initial “raw syntax” for 
types and terms provided in Section 2, but without the 1 and A constructors. We 
assume that the original signature C is augmented with a single type constant tcr and 
term constant CV. We define the first-order reduction of terms and types in the original 
term calculus to terms in this subset calculus: 
fun”” 
tcrg[&](e) if t is universally quantified in Q 
t otherwise 
cv [~uAnl(Q)l ~UMlB(Q) 
-_ 
~[wmlMn](&)~f if x is universally quantified in & 
Lx otherwise. 
For an empty quantifier context, we denote the first-order reduction by 9%+4](B?[M]). 
We extend this straightforwardly to a mapping from constraint lists to constraint 
multisets: 
The first-order reduction process produces a multiset of constraints between first- 
order trees, while retaining the rigid structure of the trees (replacing A-bound variables 
by constants). Occurrences of located variables correspond to the addresses of vertices 
in the locator trees which are implicitly embedded in these trees. 
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Definition 15 (Locator trees). Assume given a set of located variables V satisfying 
the following properties: 
Prefix closure: If ((1’L)F) E V (for some i E [2]), then (LF) E -Ir. 
Binary completeness: If ((1 L)F) E V, then ((2L)F) E “Y-, and vice versa. 
Then define the locator tree Y(V) to have: 
(i) vertices V(Y(V”)) = V”, and 
(ii) edges E(y(Y))={((LF),((iL)F)) I (LF),(UL)F)E v) 
Binary completeness ensures that (in the absence of any further identification) each 
vertex has exactly zero or two subgraphs. Prefix closure ensures that, for any vertex 
labelled with a located variable L F, there exists a path from a vertex labelled with F 
to LF. 
Definition 16 (Construction of locator tree). Given a configuration quantifier context 
Q and a constraint list ‘%‘, construct a locator tree 9(&&C) as follows. Let V consist 
of the set of located variables { {Li F;:}}i U {Ljq}}j which occur in B’I[V]( &). Let Y’ 
result from exhaustively applying the following closure transitions to V (where U is 
disjoint union): 
VU{(iL)F} + VU{(iL)F,LF} where (LF)$V 
VU{(lL)F} + ‘YU{(lL)F,(2L)F} where ((2L)F)e’Y” 
VU((2L)F) + YU{(2L)F,(lL)F} where ((lL)F)$‘Y. 
Finally define _Y(Q; %‘) to be F(V’). Given a configuration (Q; %‘; %“), define 
y((&!;@wA)) to be T(g;u). 
We use the locator tree Y(( &; V; %?A )) to define a measure of the number of vertices 
referenced by located variables in the constraints. Consider the following example: 
LF=(LGG,LHH) ,..., (Ll,lL)F...(L&2L)F... 
Fig. 6 shows the effect on locator trees of this transition. The Lot-Elim rule introduces 
new variables to name each of the vertices on the path from F to LF. Finally an 
application of Flex-Pair deletes the (renamed) vertex for L F and embeds the two 
subtrees into the subtrees of G and H. Throughout all of this the number of vertices 
in the set of locator trees is strictly reduced by each rule application. 
Note that the locator tree construction does not give an accurate measure of the 
size of the binary tree rooted at a variable. For example, given the constraint list 
(F = (h&N), C), where there are no located occurrences of F in 59, the locator tree 
rooted at F contains only the vertex for F itself. The termination measure only consid- 
ers the “identifiable” vertices in the binary tree located at a variable. The sum of these 
measures, over all remaining variables, is verified to decrease, although as shown in 
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(a) 
Fig. 6. Example of merged locators: L F = (LG G, LH If), , (Lk 1 L) F . (Lk 2 L) F 
the previous example the count may increase for a particular variable because of the 
transplanting of subtrees. 
The Flex-Pair rule does not require a check for any occurrences of the variable being 
eliminated in the right-hand side. The termination of the algorithm in the absence of 
this occurs check is moderately subtle. In the constraint F = (M,N), located occurrences 
of F may occur in A4 and N without making the terms non-unifiable. Consider the 
following examples: 
F=(2F,iF){(H!4YF1~1 =H~, H~=H,{~%!$)H~=H~ 
F=(lF,lF)“H%“‘HI=Hi, H2=H, =+ H2=H1 
F=(c,,cZ(lF)) 
{WI >H WI 
==$ HI =c,,H2=c2HL%’ H2=c2c1. 
Given the constraint F =M, define a rigid self-reference in A4 to be a located occur- 
rence of F and M, L F, which is a subterm of a rigid application. Define a recursive 
self-reference in M to be a located occurrence of F in M, L F, where the locator L is 
a strict prefix of the locator path L’ in M leading to this occurrence,4 or vice versa, 
including locator paths which chain through other located occurrences of F. The extra 
chaining condition may appear odd; consider the example F = (2 F, c(1 F)). The follow- 
ing table summarizes the combinations of rigid/non-rigid and recursive/non-recursive 
self-references in F = M: 
Recursive Non-recursive 
Rigid F=(‘?,WF)) F=(c~,cz(lF)) 
Non-rigid F=(llF,M) F=(lF,lF) 
A pair can be considered as a binary tree constructor, with variables and non-pair 
term constructors at the leaves. Non-rigid non-recursive self-references in such a tree 
4 In other words, L = il i, and L’ = il i,, and m <n, 111 # n. 
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correspond to sharing of such subtrees, giving rise to a directed graph (digraph) struc- 
ture. Provided all such non-rigid self-references are not recursive, the tree is acyclic. 
We will make essential use of the acyclicity of this digraph when verifying termination, 
by expanding the digraph out to the underlying tree, with shared subtrees duplicated, 
and counting the number of vertices. 
A non-rigid recursive self-reference can lead to a non-terminating sequence of tran- 
sitions, due to the omission of the occurs check in Flex-Pair: 
F = (F 
3 
M) wI,H2)/0 
H, =(H,,H2), H2 =M. 
However such circularities are disallowed by the well-typedness of the constraints con- 
sidered by the unification algorithm. The occurs check for rigid type expressions is 
essential to ensure this. Consider for example: 
3AlrB1,A2,B2:Type.3F:A, x B, .3G:A2 x Bz. 
c[Al](1F)=c[A2 xBZ]G, c[A2](1G)=c[A, xBl]F 
which establishes the cyclic locator path 1 F = G, 1 G = F in the absence of the occurs 
check for the unified types. Because function variables may be polymorphic, the pattern 
restriction on function variable applications is also essential to disallow circularities; 
consider 3F: (At : Type. t) .fst(F[A x B]) = F[A]. 
Similarly to non-rigid non-recursive self-references, rigid non-recursive self- 
references are relatively benign and allow subtrees to be shared within rigid subterms. 
Rigid recursive self-references introduce cycles into the term graph, and furthermore 
are not prevented by well-typing. In this case we rely on the occurs checks for the 
Flex-Const and Flex-Param rules to ensure termination. Consider the examples: 
F+,,c~F)‘(~“~)‘~’ ===$ H, =c,,H~=c~(H,,H~)~~~~ H2=cz(c,,H2) 
F=(cl,c2(2F))i(~~“1H,=c,,H2=c2Hz’c~’ H2=c2H2 
F =(cl,(c2,c3F))‘(%“‘H, =c,, 
Hz =(cz,cJ(H,,Hz))‘~~‘Hz =(cz,cdc,,Hz)) 
t(H,.1J122)/wHz,, =c2, 
+ 
H2,2=c~(c1,(~2,1,~2,2))~c~~~2,2=~~(~~,~~2,~2.2~~ 
F=(2F,c(lF)) 
{WI>H j/F) 
f H, =H2, H2=cH1 =?H2=cH2. 
5.2. Proof of termination 
Theorem 17 (Termination). There is no injinite sequence of conjiguration transitions 
(Q1;~1;%) =+... =+ <ei;vi;?4,) =+ (&,+l;%+l;%4,+1) =+.... 
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Proof. We define the following well-founded measure and verify that it is decreasing 
on each transition of the unification algorithm. Define the size of a type or term as 
follows, with respect to a quantifier context Q: 
- 
{ 
0 if t’ is existentially quantified in Q 
lGI:Kn~ t’A,,lQ~f 1 +m+C~ IAI 
21 lQ otherwise 
1 
0 if z is existentially quantified in & 
IAt,:K,.AG:A,‘Lz[G]%IQS 1 +m+n+(Cdll~il~)+(C:III~~l~) 
otherwise 
- 
,Q’(A =B),Qd”f {1+ IA(Q,f + 
IQ’(M=N)IQdef{l+]MlQQ~ 
I%kl,%def I ~1leW2le 
ITleE{ > 
where union is understood to be multiset union. Define TS(( Q; %?; VA)) to be the mul- 
tiset I%]Q, ordered by the usual multiset extension of the ordering on the integers. 
Let L (C) denote the number of A and A-abstractions in C. Finally, let P(C) de- 
note the number of pairs that occur as arguments to flexible variables, let UV(C) 
denote the sum, over each existentially quantified variable, of the number of vari- 
ables universally quantified to the left of that variable in the quantifier context, let 
ET’(C) denote the number of existentially quantified variables which are bound in lo- 
cal quantifier contexts, and let TV(C) denote the sum, over each universally quan- 
tified type variable, of the number of term variables universally quantified to the 
left of that variable in the quantifier context. We use the lexicographic ordering of 
N(C)= (IV(.=!Z(C))],TS(C),L(C),P(C)+ UV(C)+EV(C)+ TV(C)) to verify the ter- 
mination of the algorithm. 
The Raise transitions reduce UV(C) while leaving the other components of the 
measure unchanged; since all of the applications introduced have flexible heads, the size 
measure B(C) is unchanged. The RaiseTy and RaiseTm transitions reduce U’(C), 
and the Permute transitions TV(C), while leaving the other measures unchanged. The 
Lam-Lam transitions reduce the total number of A and A-abstractions L (C) (while 
also possibly reduced the constraint size multiset TS(C). The Lam-Atom rules may 
increase the TS(C) measure (if the head of the atom is rigid), however they also reduce 
L (C), so the measure as a whole is reduced. The CurryTm transition reduces the 
P(C) measure. The Rigid-Rigid and Pair-Pair transitions reduce TS(C) by replacing 
a constraint with a multiset of smaller constraints, while leaving the other measures 
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unchanged. The Lam-Atom rules reduce the number of A-abstractions but increase the 
size of an application. If the head of the atom is flexible, the size of the application is 
zero, so the size multiset is unchanged, while the number of A-abstractions is reduced. If 
the body of the A-abstraction is rigid or a pair, any increase in the size of the application 
is offset by the removal of the A-abstraction, so the size multiset is unchanged while, 
again, the number of A-abstractions is reduced. If the head of the atom is rigid and the 
body of the A-abstraction is a flexible atom, then in a finite number of Lam-Atom steps 
the constraint is simplified to constraints with one side flexible and the other rigid, and 
(as explained below) an application of a Lot-Elim, Flex-Const or Flex-Param rule 
reduces the vertex set measure. 
For the case of the Pair-Atom rule, we have the transition: 
-- _- -- 
(~1,M2)=L44,1Nl =+ Ml =(1Lk4M~n, M* = (2L)X[A,]N,. 
The vertex set is clearly unchanged, since the head of the atom must be rigid in 
the application of the Pair-Atom rule. Furthermore the two constraints replacing the 
original constraint are smaller in size, so the multiset of constraint sizes is reduced by 
this rule. Note that we must use the multiset of constraint sizes here since the atom is 
duplicated by the rule in both of the new constraints. 
For the case of Lot-Elim, we use the effect on the size of the locator tree to reason 
about termination. Let A4 = At: K. IX : 2. (Gt [SIX, G2[t]Z) be the term which replaces 
F in the Lot-Elim rule. The first-order reduction of this is (Gi , G2). Define E: [2] + [2] 
by i= 2, z= 1. The locator tree for the configuration before the transition has a vertex 
labelled (L i)F, so by construction it must also have vertices labelled F, iF and iF. 
F is the root of a binary tree with child vertices 1 F and 2 F. The transition for Loc- 
Elim replaces this tree with the two subtrees rooted at 1 F and 2 F (suitably relabelled 
to have roots Gi and G2). The resulting set of locator trees has its vertex count reduced 
by one, verifying that the first component of the termination measure is reduced by 
the Lot-Elim rule. 
We are finally left with verifying the termination of the rules for eliminating flexible 
variables: Flex-Pair, Flex-Const, Flex-Param, Flex-Flex-Same and Flex-Flex-Diff. 
We only consider the case of Flex-Pair, since the other cases are straightforward: 
- Claim 18, verified in the next subsection, considers the special case of termination 
for a list of constraints resulting from a flexible-rigid rule with an occurs check 
(Flex-Con& or Flex-Param). One of cases that is considered is that of Flex-Pair 
(termination is simplified by the fact that the occurs check has been performed 
before Flex-Pair is applied). It is verified that the reduction of the subconstraint 
list terminates, and that when this reduction is complete the overall termination 
measure is increased. 
- Claim 21, verified in Section 5.4, uses this claim to show that the overall termination 
measure is eventually reduced after an application of the Flex-Pair rule and the 
mrther reduction of the resulting subconstraints: 
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where the first transition is an application of Flex-Pair to %?l. The finther applica- 
tions of these rules to %i,. . . ,%‘L may lead, via rigid-rigid rules, to applications of 
the Lot-Elim and Lam-Atom rules. 
We have verified that if configuration C’ results from C as a result of applying a rule of 
the unification algorithm, then N(C’) <N(C) under the lexicographic ordering of such 
tuples. Since this measure is well-founded, the repeated application of the unification 
rules must eventually terminate, either with the empty constraint list or with a constraint 
list to which no further rules are applicable. 0 
5.3. Solving u dejning constraint list 
We verify that the repeated application of the algorithm to the list of subconstraints 
resulting from an application of Flex-Const or Flex-Param (with an occurs check) is 
guaranteed to terminate, and that the overall termination measure is reduced in the pro- -- 
cess. A defining constraint list is one of the form (Q:.(T, t’) = Ai)iE[m], ( Q;(Fi[uj]xj) = 
Mj).iE[n] (modulo reordering of term and type constraints) where: 
(i) each K and F/ is existentially quantified and unique (jl # jz implies Fj, # Fj,, 
and so on), and 
(ii) for each k E [ml, Tk +! (UE, FV(Ai)) U (u& FV(Mj)), and for each k E [n], Fk $6 
U/“=i FV(Mj). 
Claim 18. The repeated application of the unzjication algorithm to a list of dejning 
constraints is guaranteed to terminate, and moreover is guaranteed to reduce the 
overall termination measure. 
Proof. Given a quantifier context Q, define the measure of a list of defining constraints 
%? to be the following triple: 
((Size of vertex set ) V(Z( Q; +?))I) ~ (Length of constraint list %7), 
(1-t WIQ + INIQW =N) E fJWj<Q>> U {I+ 14~ + IBIQI(A =W E ~[%](&I}, 
Number of i and /i-abstractions in 97) 
where the second component of the triple is understood to be a multiset. An application 
of Flex-Pair, Flex-Const or Flex-Param to a defining constraint list (F = M, %7) re- 
places the first constraint with zero or more constraints while maintaining the properties 
of a defining constraint list. Since F @ FV(M), each of these replacement constraints 
is smaller in size than the original constraint. Furthermore the other constraints in %7 
are unaffected by the resulting substitution, since the defined variable F does not occur 
in any of these constraints. Thus the multiset component of the triple is reduced by 
the application of one of these rules. Although the size of the vertex set is increased 
by the introduction of temporary variables Tl,. . . , T,, , Gl,. , G,, equated to the imme- 
diate subterms of M, each such new variable also has a defining constraint added to 
the front of the list, so the increase in the vertex set size is offset by the increase in 
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the constraint list length. Since the first component of the triple is unchanged and the 
second component reduced, the overall measure is reduced. 
An application of Flex-Flex-Diff deletes a constraint without affecting the other con- 
straints. By unifying two different variables, the vertex set size is reduced by one; since 
the constraint list length is reduced in the process, the first component of the measure 
is unchanged. Since the multiset component is reduced by the deletion of a constraint, 
the measure as a whole is reduced. If the Flex-Flex-Same rule were applied, the first 
component of the measure would be increased by the reduction in constraint list length; 
however the definition of a defining constraint list ensures that this cannot happen. 
An application of Lot-Elim replaces a variable with a pair of variables. Although 
this may increase the term size multiset (if there are other occurrences of the replaced 
variable without locator applications), by an argument similar to before we have that the 
size of the vertex set is reduced, so the first component of the measure is reduced, and 
the measure as a whole reduced by the lexicographic ordering. Finally an application of 
Lam-Atom reduces the third component of the measure (the number of l-abstractions) 
without affecting the term size multiset, since the application which is extended has a 
flexible head. 
So the repeated applications of these rules to a list of defining constraints is guar- 
anteed to terminate, and since one of these rules is always applicable to a defining 
constraint, eventually the list is reduced to the empty constraint list T. 
We conclude by considering the effect of these transitions on the underlying locator 
tree for the complete constraint list. We verify by induction on the number of transitions 
that the number of vertices in the locator tree is reduced by the elimination of the list of 
defining constraints. For the case of the Flex-Const and Flex-Param rules, the vertex 
for F is removed, while new vertices for Tl,. . . , T,,, GI,. . . , G,,2 are added to the tree, 
increasing the vertex count by nt + n2. Invoking the induction hypothesis on each of 
the defining constraints added for each of these new variables gives that the elimination 
of each of these nl + n2 constraints reduces the number of vertices of the locator trees, 
with a total reduction of least n1 + n2 vertices in the locator tree, so the net effect of 
the elimination of the original constraint is to reduce the vertex count for the tree. 
A similar argument shows that the application of the Flex-Pair rule also reduces the 
number of vertices. An application of Flex-Flex-D8 merges two root vertices, and 
therefore their subtrees, again reducing the vertex count. Since none of the defined 
variables occur in the right hand sides, the Flex-Flex-Same rule is never applicable to 
a list of defining constraints. The Lot-Elim rule replaces a variable naming a vertex 
by two variables naming its two immediate sub-vertices, again reducing the vertex 
count. Finally an application of Lam-Atom leaves the vertex count and constraint size 
multiset unchanged, while reducing the total number of A-abstractions, so the overall 
termination measure is reduced. 0 
When it is applicable, the Flex-Flex-Same rule leaves the vertex count unchanged 
while deleting a constraint, thus reducing the term size multiset measure and therefore 
the overall termination measure. 
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5.4. Applying Flex-Pair and solving the result 
It remains to consider the general case of the application of the Flex-Pair rule 
without the occurs check. 
Definition 19 (Merged locator tree). Define a multi-equation S to be a set of 
equated terms {Mi}i for n > 1. Syntactically multi-equations are defined by 
S::={ } 1 A4 1 s,=s2 
where order is unimportant. We identify M with M = { }, and we identify M = N with 
M=N={ }.A merged vertex set consists of multi-equations satisfying the following 
properties: 
PreJix closure: If (iL)F =S is a vertex (for some i E [2]) then so is L F =S’ for 
some S’. Furthermore if L’G is a component of S’, then (iL’) G is a component of S. 
Binary completeness: If (1 L) F = S is a vertex, then so is (2L) F = S’ for some S’, 
and vice versa. 
Given such a vertex set “Y‘, define the merged locator tree Jt!a;eS(V”) to consist of: 
(i) vertices V(JZY( Y)) = Y, and 
(ii) edges E(JcHY(Y))={((LF=S),((~L)F=S’)) 1 (LF=S),((iL)F=S’)EV} 
A self-referring dejning constraint list (SRDCL) is a constraint list of the form 
(Qjpj =Mj)jE[n], where P is defined by: 
P::=Ai:K.Z:A.(P,,P2) 1 Ai:K.E:A.F[p’]F 
where each variable in Uj FV(Pj) is existentially quantified and has a unique occur- 
rence in the set of left-hand sides {Pj}j. Note that there may be repeated occurrences in 
the right-hand sides {Mj}j, however this linearity restriction ensures that each variable 
has a single defining constraint. The linearity restriction also ensures that a SRDCL is 
closed under the application of any of the applicable unification rules (a variable in a 
left-hand side cannot be instantiated with a rigid atom). The termination construction 
below constructs a set of multi-equations from a SRDCL; this multi-equation set char- 
acterizes an acyclic directed graph obtained from a locator tree by identifying some 
vertices. 
Definition 20 (Merged locator tree construction). Given a quantifier context Q and 
SRDCL 9Z, let V’ be %?[%?l(Q). For the purposes of this construction, consider a 
constraint to be an ordered pair rather than a set. Let Y” be obtained from % by 
exhaustively applying the following simplification rules: 
%YU{(Mt,N,)=(M2,N2)} =+ VU{M, =I& h’l =N2} 
-- -- -- 
Vu{(M,N)=c[A]M} + %?u{(M=c[A]M,N=c[A]M} 
%Tu{LF=(M,N)} =+ Vu{(lL)F=M,(2L)F=N} 
gu{(M,N)=LF} =+ %‘u{(M=(lL)F,N=(2L)F}. 
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V’ is a set of multi-equations of the form L F = M, where A4 is an atom (rigid or 
flexible). Let V be the union of {(L F = L’F’) E W”} and {Lj Fj}j, the flexible atoms 
occurring in 5%“. Y is a set of multi-equations; let V’ result from exhaustively applying 
the following merging transitions to V: 
Yu{(LFF=LcG=S1),((iLF)F=S2)} 
=+ V-u{(LFF=LcG=S,),((iLc) G=(iLF)F=S2)} 
where ((i LG) G) not in & 
VU{(LF=S1),(LF=S2)} =+ Vu{(LF=&=&)} 
?fU{(iL)F=S} + “fU{((iL)F=S),LF} 
where (L F) is not a component in V 
-Y-u{(lL)F=S} + Vu{((lL)F=S),(2L)F} 
where ((2 L) F) is not a component in V 
Vu{(2L)F=S} =+ Vu{((2L)F=S),(lL)F} 
where ((1 L) F) is not a component in V. 
This rewriting process can be verified to terminate by exhaustively applying the first 
two merging rules, then exhaustively applying the latter three completion rules. Finally 
define the merged locator tree &3( Q; V) to be J&‘.Y(V”‘). 
Given a quantifier context & and SRDCL %‘, let {Li F/ = . . . = Li, el}i be V(_&Y9( Q; 
97)). Define the measure of V to be the triple: 
Cni, [V[Q, number of A-abstractions in %? . 
i > 
Claim 21. The repeated application of the unifcation algorithm to a SRDCL is guar- 
anteed to terminate, and moreover is guaranteed to reduce the overall termination 
measure. 
Proof. We verify that the application of a unification transition to a SRDCL reduces 
this measure. The Lam-Lam, Pair-Pair and Pair-Atom rules obviously reduce the 
(second or third) component of the measure. The problematic case is an application of 
Lam-Atom where the A-abstraction is flexible and the atom rigid. After a finite number 
of applications of Lam-Atom rules, the constraint is of the form Q. F[p’]pV = t[A]M. 
If the defined variable (T or F) has a free occurrence in the other hand side of the 
constraint, then no further unification transitions are applicable; the constraints are not 
satisfiable. If theree is no such free occurrence, a Flex-Const or Flex-Param rule is 
applicable. In this case the single constraint to which the rule is applicable is a defining 
constraint list of length one; the argument before verifies that this constraint list is 
eventually reduced to the empty constraint list, while reducing the overall locator tree 
measure. It is left to verify that the merged locator tree size measure is also reduced. 
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The substitution for the defined variable (T or F) removes an element of this set or 
reduces the size of an element of this set by one; the remaining case to consider is 
whether an application of a Lot-Elim rule can introduce an outermost pair constructor 
in the remaining constraints in the SRDCL which increases the merged locator tree 
measure. Consider for example: 
Substitution Constraint list Multi-equation set 
kc F/)/F) 
F = C( 1 C), G = H F,G=H>lG=IH,2G=2H 
F’=lG,G=H G=H,F’=IG=IH,2G=ZH 
{(GI > GW) F’=G,,(G,,G*)=H F’=G,,IH=G,,2H=G2 
{GI!F’I (GI,Gz)=H G, =1H,G2=2H 
However (as in this example) any variable F which is pair-expanded by Lot-Elim dur- 
ing the elimination of a flexible-rigid constraint must therefore have a located occur- 
rence (L i) F, so the merged locator tree construction includes the addition of elements 
for (L 1) F and (L 2) F. If there is a constraint of the form F = L’G, then the merged 
locator tree construction merges the elements for L”F and (L”L’) G, for each prefix L” 
of L i, in the process deepening the locator tree measure for G. The Lot-Elim measure 
corresponds to naming the two subvertices of F in the locator tree rooted at F, in the 
process removing any reference to F. So the merged locator tree measure is reduced by 
the application for Flex-Const or Flex-Param, so the application of Lam-Atom leads 
in a finite number of steps to the reduction of the first component of the measure. 
We have also verified that applications of the Flex-Const, Flex-Param and Lot-Elim 
rules reduce the merged locator tree measure. Similarly an application of Flex-Flex-D8 
reduces the merged locator tree measure; an application of Flex-Flex-Same leaves this 
measure unchanged while reducing the constraint size multiset. Finally the reduction in 
the merged locator tree measure caused by the application of Flex-Pair again follows 
a reasoning similar to that for the Lot-Elim rule (again using the fact that because 
there are no non-rigid recursive self-references, the underlying locator graph is acyclic 
and therefore the depth of the merged locator tree rooted at a particular variable is 
guaranteed to be finite). 
It is finally left to verify that the overall termination measure is reduced by the 
elimination of a flexible-pair constraint. We verify this by induction on the unification 
transitions which eliminate this constraint. The case for most of the rules is straightfor- 
ward: for the Flex-Const and Flex-Param rules, the locator tree measure is reduced as 
shown in the proof for Claim 18, while the case for Lot-Elim is as usual. We consider 
then the case for Flex-Pair, applied to a constraint of the form Q F[p’]p” = (M, N). 
If there is a located occurrence of F anywhere in the constraint list, then the locator 
tree measure is reduced by the application of Flex-Pair in the same way that it is re- 
duced by Lot-Elim. The Flex-Pair rule introduces the subconstraints Q.Hl [p’]p” =A4 
and &. H2[T]pD = N for some new HI, Hz. The exhaustive application of the rules to 
these constraints reduces the locator tree measure further or leaves it unchanged (the 
latter may happen because of applications of the Flex-Flex-Same rules; consider for 
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example F = (1 F, 2 F), which is reduced by Flex-Pair to Hi = Hi, H2 = Hz). So even- 
tually all subconstraints are eliminated with the locator tree measure strictly reduced by 
the elimination of F. If on the other hand there are no located occurrences of F, then 
we replace the vertex for F with vertices for HI and Hz, with new defining constraints 
for HI and Hz. Because of the absence of the occurs check for Flex-Pair rules, each 
of these subconstraints may contain rigid recursive self-references if the terms are not 
unifiable; however in the absence of located occurrences of F, there cannot be any 
non-rigid self-references in the original constraint, so the Flex-Flex-Same rule is never 
applicable to subconstraints. If the terms are unifiable, then invoking the induction 
hypothesis gives that these constraints are each eliminated while strictly reducing the 
locator tree measure, so the net effect of eliminating this flexible-pair constraint is to 
reduce the locator tree measure. 0 
6. Correctness of the algorithm 
We use Miller’s unification logic, as formulated by Pfemring [ 16,231, to reason about 
correctness of the unification algorithm, and also to reason about unifying substitutions. 
We use the judgement form r DZ 9 to denote derivability in the unification logic of 
the formula 9. We also wish to reason about the well-typedness of substitutions in the 
context of the raising rules. We therefore introduce the new judgement form TDX o : 9 
to reason about well-typedness of the substitution c with respect to the unification 
formula F. 
Definition 22 ( UniJication logic). Terms of the extended unification logic [ 16,251 are 
defined to be the formulae of the judgement forms defined in Section A, augmented 
with the following: 
F::=Vx:A.F 1 Vt:K.P- 1 3x:A.F 1 3t:K.F 1 9,,F2 1 T. 
Derivability in the unification logic is given by the derivation rules given in Section A 
augmented with the following: 
We will assume without loss of generality that all variables quantified in a formula 
of the unification logic are distinct. This can be ensured by formulae representing 
configurations of the algorithm if bound variables are renamed appropriately before 
terms are analysed by the algorithm. 
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A configuration (Q; %7; VA) can be considered as a formula of the unification logic 
Q(%?, VA). A valid initial conjiguration is one of the form (Q; %7; T) where, for Q’. M = 
N in V, we have II-x &&’ M E A and 11~ QQ’. N E A for some type A, and for 
Q’ A = B in ‘??, we have 11~ QQ’ . A E K and 1F.r QQ’ B E K for some kind K, where 
r It-r F denotes derivability in the unification logic presented above. 
A potential problem arises with the fact the inference rule for the existential includes 
a side premise verifying that the witness term is well-typed. The well-typedness of 
terms may in some cases depend on the unifiability of some other terms. This is true 
even if the terms being unified have already been verified to have a common type. 
Consider for example the equality constraint [5]: 
c[A]M=:c[B]N 
where c is a constant with type At : Type. t -+ int. In this case the well-typedness 
of any substitutions arising from unifying M and N depends on the unifiability of A 
and B. We avoid this problem by ensuring that the unification algorithm only constructs 
well-typed substitutions. This ensures that terms constructed by the algorithm are well- 
typed. 
Lemma 23. Given an initial conjiguration (Q; %T; 9& ), if (Q; V; ‘Ike ) $ (Q’; $7’; %$ ), 
then: 
(i) For each constraint x =M in Vi, the types oj‘ M and x are equal. For each 
constraint = A in $, the kinds of A and t are equal. 
(ii) For any constraint Q . M = N which is analysed during this execution, M and 
N have equal types. Similarly for any constraint Q A = B. 
To state a completeness result for the interpreter we need to reason about the possible 
substitutions for the “free” (existentially quantified) variables in a configuration, 
Definition 24 (P-substitution). A substitution CJ is a finite set of ordered (variable, 
term) pairs, {(ti,Ai)}i U {(xi,Mj)}j, w h ere ti, = ti2 implies it = iz; and xi, =xjz implies 
jt = j2. (T is a (closed) 8-substitution if II-r CJ: 9, where derivability is defined by 
the following rules: 
tEdom(a) TDICT(~)EK Tr;~a:{o(t)/t}P t@dom(a) r,t:KDza:F 
TDra:3t:K.9 rDZ o:Vt:K.P- 
xEdom(a) rDzo(x)EA rD~CI:{~(x)/x}.~ x@dom(a) r,x:ADzo:cF 
TDZG:S:A.P rDzrs:vxk:A.F 
rDzO:& rIQO:& 9 is atomic r Dz 9 
rDzO:& 9 > 2 rDzO:p -’ 
Note that the last judgement form includes type and kind membership judgements 
and equality judgements. We will denote derivability of the unification logic judgement 
r Do F according the rules in Definition 22 by r 11~ F. We will denote derivability 
of the judgement r DZ B : F according the rules in Definition 24 by r lbr 0 : 9. 
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A final notion that will be useful for reasoning about the correctness of the raising 
transitions is the following: 
Definition 25. For substitutions CJ and g’, we say that B E G’ if &m(o) & dom(o’) 
and there exist CJ~ and ~2 with &m(a) = dom(oi ) = dom(o2) and, for all x E dom(ri), 0 
(x) = a’(at(x)) and a’(x) = rr(o~(x)). 
Theorem 26. Assume given an interpreter configuration (Q; V; WA) such that each 
term in V satisfies the pattern restriction. Zf (Q; 4R; %?A) $ (~2’; ST?‘; W’), then 
(i) lkz Q(%‘, 9$) if and only if 11~ Q’(W, Vi). 
(ii) rf 11~ (T : &(%‘, 5%“) then there exists some o’ such that o 5 CT’ and 112 o’ : &‘(9?‘, 
q 1. 
(iii) If 11~ cr’ : Q’(%?‘, $) then there exists some o such that CT C CT’ and IIx o : Q(%?, 
WA >. 
(iv) For any constraint =A added to Vi, the kinds of t and A are equal. For any 
constraint x = M added to %?i, the types of x and M are equal according to the 
equality theory for the type system. 
(v) For any constraint &(A = B) which is analysed by the algorithm, A and B have 
equal kinds. For any constraint Q(M = N) which is analysed by the algorithm, 
M and N have equal types according to the equality theory for the type system. 
The substitution properties for the unification algorithm rely on the fact that the uni- 
fication algorithm does not remove an existential quantifier once it has been introduced. 
On the other hand the only occurrence of an existentially quantified variable t or x 
may be on the left hand side of a solved constraint t = A and x = M. In some steps of 
the proof, we use locator(L x) to denote L. 
Proof. We verify the theorem by induction on the length of the transition sequence. 
(1) follows from (2) and (3). (4) and (5) are verified by a straightforward induction 
on the application of the transition rules, using the correctness according to (2) and 
(3) and the fact that the constraint list V is processed in LIFO order. We concentrate 
therefore on verifying (2) and (3). 
The cases for the rigid-rigid rules are fairly straightforward. The completeness of the 
Lam-Atom rules are justified by an application of AZ or 4 Z followed by an application 
of v]-reduction. The soundness of the Pair-Atom rules are justified by an application 
of XI followed by an application of q-reduction of the right-hand side. Soundness of 
the rules follows by the Church-Rosser property for the original calculus. 
The raising rules are the only case where we need the general definition of B c 0. 
Consider for example the RaiseKT rule, and suppose 11~ G : Q(%?, %A). Define 6’ = 0 - 
{(F,a(F))}U{(F,At :K.~(F))},cT~(F)=F[~],Q(F)=A~ :K.F, then (2) follows fairly 
obviously. On the other hand, if 11~ 0’ : Q’(%?‘,%“), then let 0 = 6’ - {(F, a’(F))} IJ 
{(F,a’(F)[t])}, with 01 and 02 as before. 
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For the parts of the algorithm not using the raising transitions, it suffices to consider 
CJ C IJ’ rather than CJ C (T’, taking 01 and ~72 as the identity substitutions. For Part (3) 
of the theorem, we take r~ = 0’. 
For the soundness of the Lot-Elim rule, assume 11~ (T’ : &‘(W’, Vi), so o’(F) = a’(N) 
where N = At: K.22 : A.(Gt [;I_?, G#]X). By the definition of the algorithm, existentially 
quantified variables in Q are retained in &’ so CJ’ is defined for terms with flexible 
variables bound in &. Then for any subterm M in %?, VA: 
a’(W’)W = (0’ U {o’(N)W’))(W 
= a’(M). 
So 11~ 0’ : &(U, %?A). For completeness, assume I~z r~ : Q(%T, 92”) and let 19 = {(At: K. 
Xi : o(A) . l(a(F)[l]Z)/G1, (At: E. A? : o(A) . Z(o(F)[t]x)/Gz} U CJ. Then: 
a’(F)=o’(At:KZA.(1(F[t].Y),2(G2[i]x))) 
= /It: K. lx : o’(A). (l(a’(F)[t]x), 2 (o’(F)[@)) 
= nt: I?. Ax : o(A) (l(a(F)[f]Z), 2 (a(F)[i]Y)) 
=At:~~kc~(A)+f(G,)[t]x,d(G~)[t]X) 
=o’(At:KA:A.(G,[t]x,G2[f]X)) 
= o’(N). 
So o’( {N&}M) = a’(M) f or any subterm M in W, 92;) by a reasoning similar to before, 
so It-z 0 : &‘(W,%$. 
For the currying transition CurryTm, suppose lb~ CJ : Q(%?, VA) and let cr’ = {(/ftk:z. - 
Ay,:A,.A”yB, :(2&‘4N,).&yJ& 
-- 
-4~ ). 2~; :4 W)OilYm(~e, , YE> )z)lG} u cr. 
Then: 
- 
=ntk:Kk.~Ym:A,.~y~:(A~-fA~, xA,,&3,j$A:,. 
wmly,(lYs~ 2 Ys>Y,: 
- 
=AF:Kk.;ly,:A, .2yB:(AN+AN, xA,+l$A;. 
CJ’(G)[~~IXJ~YB)(~ YE>Y,: 
= o’(N). 
_- - 
To verify the Flex-Pair rule, suppose 11~ o : &(%‘, %$ ) and let 0’ = {(Ah : Kk . AX, : A, 
i(a(F)[tklx7)>lGi}i~[21 u CT. As above we have o’(F) == a’(N) and furthermore: 
- 
o’(G&$]p;) = (& : & . ;Ix; : A,, i(o(F)[tk]%))[ji$z 
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- 
= 4W~lp:,)) 
= a(M,). 
In the other direction, assume It-z 6’ : Q’(%‘, 59;) then: 
- - - 
o’(F[&;) = o’(A~:~dX,:A, .(Gl[~]~,Gz[@&))[~]p; 
= (~‘(GI )EilXm, a’(G)[tklx,) 
= (a,h ), a’(& )). 
_- 
To verify the Flex-Param rule, assume 11~ o : &(%‘, 5%) and let (At,, : Km, .2x; : A,, . L’ 
--T -- -x -7 
~k[B~~l$) = W), then @‘[p&lpi,,) = {z/h,, p,,IZJ(L’~k[~~~lM,~ )=4W%I 
- - 
M,,). An inductive argument on max(ni,n{) demonstrates that ni = ni and {~/t,,,,}Bf 
= a(Bi) for each i E [n,], and an inductive argument on max(n2, &) demonstrates that 
_- - 
3 = r$ and {p&/&, , p$,/;~,,}Mj’ = o(Mj) for each j E [nz]. Furthermore { p&/~}l’xk 
= (Lz); since z $! FV(o(F)) we must have z = Xk for some k and { p;,/q}xk = q; such 
that source(qi) = z and L’ locator(qi) = L. By the extended pattern restriction there 
_- 
is a unique choice for such a k, so we have (Lz) = (L’p,X). Define 0’ = 0 U {(At,, : Km, . 
_- 
B[)/Ti}iE[n,] U {(At,, : Km, . ET: A,, .~Vjl)/Gj}jE[,~l+ Then we have 
-- 
a’(F) = nt,, -7 : K,,,, ’ Ax,, : A,,,? L’xk[B;, ]hf , 
I 5 
_- -- 
= At,, :Knq . lX,,:A,, ‘L’~k[(%tm,)l(Gn,[Pf,,,l~;~) 
= u’(N), 
-- 
where N = A% : K,,,, . 2q : A,, f ~~‘~~[(~~P~~)...(~~,P~,)I(GI[P~,IP~~)...(G~~[P,,I - 
pi,). So a(M) = a’(M) = (0’ U {a’(F)/F})(M) = (0’ u {a’(N)/F})(M) = o’({N/F}M) 
-- 
for any term n/i in e(%?, %,,), Furthermore, since L’xk[m]m= a’(F[p&]p&,) 
-- -~ 
=L’Xk[{p#n, }B~,l{p~,/t,~~,/x,,}“~z, 
-_ 
we have a’(Bi)={p~,/t,,}BI=o’(Ti)~ 
-- -- 
for i E [ml, and a’(Mj) = {p&/b,, p&/xX}Mj = ~‘(G~)E&,lp& for j E Lm21. 
In the other direction assume 11~ CT’ : &‘(U’,%“). Since a’(F) = cr’(N) we have as 
usual a’({N/F}M) = a’(M) for any term M in Q(V, VA). Furthermore, we have 
-- 
a’67 P& 1 P& ) 
-- 
= ~‘WPLJP;, 
= {~/t,,~/x,,}(L’Xk[(a’(T~)~). . . @‘(Tn, >t,>l 
- -- 
(a’(G >[tm, lx,,). . . (+L )[P;, 1 PC, )) 
= (L’(L”Z))[O’( Tl tm, )
-- - 
. . .~‘(Z,,t,,)l~‘(GEJx,,). . . ~‘(Gnz[~;,l~&) 
=Lz[a’(&). . . o’(B;,)]o’(Mf). . . a’(M;,). 
So we conclude 11~ (T’ : Q(W, VT..). 
The case for Flex-Const is similar. We consider finally the cases of Flex-Flex- 
Same and Flex-Flex-Diff. Consider first the case for Flex-Flex-Same and assume Il-z 
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- -- 
G: &(%,%A). Then we have o(F)=At,:E.&,:_&.M for some A4 and (pi/t,,,,p;/ 
-_ -- 
Z}M = o(F[pk]p;) = a(F[g]z) = {g/tm, p;/%}M. Thus if pi # q: for any k E [m] 
we must have tk if FV(M); similarly, if pc # q$ for any k E [n] we must have & f$ 
FV(M). Letting I = {ij}iErmjl C [m] and K = {k.} I ,t[nr~ C [n] be the index sets described 
by the transition rule, SO { {ti}iEI U {.x&}&K c FV(hf)}, let (T’= o U {(hi, : Ki, . . Ati,, : 
K,,, . A.%&, :A,$ . . hk,, :Ak,, 
_- 
-M)/G}. Then a’(N)=-d(At,:K, .AK:x.G[t. 2, *,.&I _- 
.&& . ..xk,, ) = /‘it, : K,,, lx, : A,, . d( G)[ti, 
- 
. . . ti,, ]xkl . . . xk,, =At,:K,,,./1x7;:A,.M= 
a’(F). And for any term M’ in &?(U,G&) we have a’(M’)=(o’~{d(F)/F})(M’)=(a’u 
{~‘(WF})(M’) = o’({N/F}M’), so we conclude that It-~a’ : &‘(W,%“). The opposite 
direction, verifying that 11~ 0’ : &(%‘, %‘A) given I~I: V’ : &‘(W, %?” ), follows fairly easily: 
-_ 
~‘V’[?$JP;) = &UP~,JP,: 
- 
= { p’,/t,,z/%)(a’(G)[ti, . . . h , IQ, . . . xk,,, > 
={P:,,ti,,...,Pl,t;~,P;,/Xk,,...r:P~”,Xt.}(~’(G)[t’ I, . . . ti,, lxkj . . . xk,, > 
= {Z/G Z/G}(~‘(G)[ti, . . . ti,, lxkl . . .xk,,t > 
= hW[%lq,X 
= o’(F[c]q,X). 
Consider finally the case for Flex-Flex-Diff assume Ikz g : &(U, %A). Then we have 
-- 
@‘I ) = &, ---7 : K,,,, . AX,, : A,,, . A41 for some Ml and a(F2) = At’ 
-- 
some M2, and furthermore {P& lb,, , P,“, l%JM 
-2 
: K,,,, . A< : A>Mz for - 
= dfi [P;, 1 P,“, ) = ~4 = o(fi[q~, lq& ) = 
----I { qL, / t;, , q& /x,}M2 for some h4. Let (L”z) be a located occurrence of a term parameter 
in A4 (i.e. universally quantified in the local quantifier context). Since z $ FV(M,), z 4 
_- 
FV(M2) (by the scoping rules for the A-calculus 5 ), we must have {p&/tm,, p,",/x;} 
---i- 
(Lxk) = {&,&& ‘&/Xn2 )(L’x;f ) f or some unique k, k’, L, L’. So Lpi = (LLk)z = L”z = 
(L’LL, )z = L’q$, giving us that LLk = L/L;,. There are two cases to consider : 
(i) If&=& then L=L’. Since p;=q$,, We have J$ E P’, qk’ E Q’ and q;, d pk, pk d 
q&. Then cpX(k”)= (k’,k)=(2($X(k”)),1(+X(k”))) for some k”E [IP’UQ’I]. So 
we have @X(k”)=x~~rp,~k~~~~ =xk “x2(eX(kU)) and $,(k”) =x’ I-1 l(&(k”)) =‘k’ -X2(~x(k”)). 
(ii) If Lk # LL, then Lk < Li, or LL, <Lk. In the former case we have pi $! P’ and 
q;, @ Q’, SO L;Lk = L;, for some Lg. So LLk = L’L;, = L’LiLk, giving us that 
L=L’L;. Also &(k”)= (k, k’) f or some k” E [IP’ U Q’l], k” @ dom(cp,). Then @, 
(k”) =L$c~(~~;(k,~j) =Ltxk and $,(k”) =X;cllzck,,j;, =x;,. 
In the latter case we have Li, <Lk. So Li, LL, = Lk for some Li, . So L/Lb, =LLk = LLY, 
Li,, giving us that L’ =LLi,. Also &k”); (k’,k) for some k” E [(P’U Q’l], k” $! 
dOm($X). Then @X(k”)=x2(,+,X(k~~)) = k x and $I(k”) = Li!xl(cp,(k” ))’ = Li,x&. 
Recall the definitions of { (t~,K~)}k!r~[m] c { (tk,&)}kE[m,] U { (t~,K~)}&[,,] and 
{A,&~E[nI & {A&+] u {A:k[,,I from Section 4.3. Now define MI to be Ml with 
occurrences of (Lgx,+) replaced by xi, if (k, k’) is in the range of I,&, pi <qt, and 
Lyp; = q;, . Similarly define Mi to be M2 with occurrences of (Ly,xi, ) replaced by Xk if 
5 So z = source(p;) and z = source(qf,) for some k E [nl]. k' E [nz]. 
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(k’, k) is in the range of cpx, q;, d pi and Li,q;, = pi. We claim that { &_( 1 )/CC:‘, . . . , 4x 
(n)/x;}M,’ =A4,. If k” E dom(cp,), so cpX(k”) = (k’,k) for some k’, k, then A$‘,, 
=x~(~(~~~)) =Xk = @,(k”). If k” C$ dom(cp,) then t,Y(k”) = (k, k’) for some k, k’ such that 
q& = Lipi For some _Li. Then xg, = “z($(k”)) =X;, =L;xk =L$,($,(k”)) = &(k”). SiXI- 
ilarly we have that {II/,( 1)/x:, . . . , $x(n)/xt}Mi =M2. Now define cr’ = CJ U {(A; : Ki. 
-- 
Axi : A; .M[)/G}. Then we have: 
_- 
cr’(F,)= At,,,, :K,, .;lx,,:A,,M, 
-- 
=A&,, :K,,,, .AX,,:A,, .{~,(l)/xJ’,...,~,(n)/x~}MI 
_- 
= At,, : K,,,, .2x,1: A,,, . o’(G)[@,(l). . . @,(m)]&(l). . . i&(n) 
_- 
= a’(&,, : K,, . Ax,, : A,, . G[@,( 1). . . @,(m)]@,( 1). . . c&(n)) 
where we use the fact that G,(i) = t!’ (from the definition of the Flex-Flex-Diff rule). -- 
Similarly we have a’(Fz) = a’(A& : K,& .;i< : A& . G[I&( 1) . . . I&(~)]I&( 1). . &n)), so 
we conclude that 11~ cr’ : &‘(%“, S”). 
For the other direction assume kz (T’ : &‘(V’, %“) for some 0’. For each k” E [n], 
where n = IP’ U &‘I, we have two cases to consider: 
(i) If k” E dom(cp,), then CpJk”) = (k’, k) f or some k’,k. Then &(k”)=xk, so {p;,/ 
--_ _ 
tm,,p,X,/xn,}(Px(k”)= pi. On the other hand t&(k”)=L~,x~, for some Lr, such 
----I _ that pi = LF,q$,, so {qfn,/t~*,q~l/x,,}Il:(k”)=L~,q~, = pi.
(ii) If k” $! dom(cp,), so k” E dons and $X(k”)= (k, k’) for some k, k’. Then @S,(k”) 
-x =Ltxk for some Li such that q$,=Lip$, so {p&/tm,, f,,/x,,}&(k”)=L~p;=q;,. 
On the other hand &.(k”) =xL,, so {qfJt;,,q;2/x;2}rC/,(k”) =q;,. 
Then 
-_ 
@J~IP,X, > = hWp#n, b-3,(1 1.. . {~/G,)@t(~>l 
* {P~,/t,,p,Xl/x,,}~,(l)...{~/t,,,p,X,/x,,}~,(n) 
-_ 
= ~‘V2qf2 lq& 1. 
So we conclude that ltz 0’ : &(%‘, %A). 0 
Lemma 27. Given a valid initial configuration (Q; $7; T), if (Q; 5%‘; T) + (~2’; %‘; $7’) 
where %? is not empty, and no rules are applicable, then there is no substitution o 
such that IEz o : Q(W). 
Prod. We verify that if no rule is applicable for (Q’; $9’; Q$), then there is no satis- 
fying substitution for the corresponding unification formula Q’(%‘, $7 ). The result then 
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follows as a corollary of the previous theorem. For the decomposition rules this is 
straightforward. For the Rigid-Rigid rule, type-checking does not guarantee that the 
argument lists have equal length; consider a constant c E At : Type. t + t and the con- 
straint (c [nat]3) = (c[nat + nat](lx : nat .x)3). However, an induction on the length of 
two rigid terms verifies that they must have equal length if they are unifiable. 
The occurs checks for the Flex-Const and Flex-Param rules are justified by an argu- 
ment based on the size of equated terms. If (T is a unifying substitution for F[F]p” = A4 
with M a rigid atom and FE FV(M), then we argue by induction on the number of 
outermost pair constructors and A-abstractions in o(F). If this number is zero then 
we must have lo(F)1 = lo(M)1 which is impossible since all terms are finite trees. 
If the number of pair constructors is zero or the length of the locator applied to 
the occurrence of F in M is zero, then the same argument applies. If the num- 
ber of outermost pair constructors for a(F) is non-zero and the length of the lo- 
cator applied to the occurrence of F in M is non-zero, then the locator is of the 
form Li. Let At:~.j.x:A.(M,,M*)=o(F) and invoke the induction hypothesis on 
Af:K.iZ:A.M, and M. 0 
Definition 28 (Answer substitution). Given a final configuration of the unification al- 
gorithm (Q;l-;%$), with %$=(&=A.). I rt[m~, (x, = M/)/E[,t], define the answer substitu- 
tion to be 
0 = {tl C-A; 1 i E [ml} U { u++UIUEdom(Q)- {tl};} 
Theorem 29. Given a valid initial configuration (Q; %?; T), the following are equivalent: 
(i) I~~~:(Q;%?T). 
(ii) (Q; V; T) $ (Q’; T, %ff) with answer substitution 19, and for some substitution rr’ 
such that IIZ Q’ : Q’(%$ ). o(x) = 0’(8(x)) for all existentially quantified term vari- 
ables x in Q (similarly for existentially quantified type variables t in Q). 
Proof. For completeness (“only if”), Theorem 17 verifies that the algorithm must 
terminate. If the final configuration is not in solved form, then Lemma 27 ensures 
that there is no unifying substitution for the original constraint list. Since CJ is such 
a unifying substitution, the algorithm terminates with a configuration (Q’; T; %&) in 
solved form. The proof of Theorem 26 constructs, by induction on the execution steps 
of the algorithm, a substitution rr’ > cr such that I~z cr’ : Q’(%” ). Let 0 be the answer 
substitution for the final configuration, then for all existentially quantified variables x 
in & with an answer constraint x =M in go, Q(x) = M; d(x) =x otherwise. Then 
a(x) = U’(X) = a’(M) = a’(&~)). Similarly for all existentially quantified type vari- 
ables t. 
For soundness (“if”), let o = g’, then Theorem 26 verifies that Ibz cr’ : (Q; 55’; T). 0 
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7. Conclusions 
We have presented an extension of Miller’s algorithm for a decidable subset of 
higher-order unification [14]. This extension enriches the underlying ,?-calculus with 
both impredicative polymorphism and product types. The extension enjoys the same 
desirable properties as Miller’s restriction on unification problems for the simple typed 
J-calculus, namely termination and most general unifiers. We extend Miller’s original 
pattern restriction by allowing locators applied to the parameters in an application of a 
free function variable; the presence of locators allows variables to be repeated in the 
argument list, provided they are in the application scope of incomparable locators. This 
extension of Miller’s original patterns is the basis of the definition of a higher-order 
form of the lo-calculus [ 1,7, 191. 
Our extension fundamentally alters the nature of the original unification problem 
identified by Miller. Because it relies on a very weak form of P-reduction and does 
not require type information in its execution, Miller’s algorithm is in fact applica- 
ble to restricted unification in the untyped (or, universally typed) A-calculus. On the 
other hand our algorithm relies fundamentally on well-typedness for its correctness. 
For example consider the (untyped) constraint: 
1x. fst(Fx) = Ax. F(fstx). 
In fact there are an infinite number of incomparable unifying substitutions for this 
constraint, mapping F H ,ly. l”(y) for any n E o. This illustrates that any attempt to 
use the extended pattern restriction in a system with recursive types must be made 
with care. 
Even adapting the algorithm to a calculus with cumulative predicative polymor- 
phism introduces non-trivial complications. For example in a calculus such as Luo’s 
Extended Calculus of Constructions [13], with cumulative type universes Type0 E 
Type, C . . . C Tyw C_ Typei+ C . . . and dependent product types (M, N) E Ct : A . B, the 
following constraint is well-typed (both sides are of type Ct : Type, t) yet admits 
a non-rigid recursive self-reference of F: 
3F : (Zt : Type0 . t) . F = (Zt : Type,, . t, F). 
Allowing such circularities would invalidate the termination argument in Section 5, and 
would require considerably more complicated reasoning. 
A major issue for the usefulness of the algorithm is undoubtedly the provision 
of an efficient implementation. Qian has provided an algorithm for Miller’s original 
algorithm which is linear in time and space [28]. The Elf language employs an effi- 
cient, although not purely functional, implementation of Miller’s algorithm [24], while 
Nipkow has provided a functional implementation in ML [21]. It remains to be seen 
if these implementations may be adapted easily to extended patterns, in particular with 
locators applied to parameters in a flexible application. The most complicated rules 
for the algorithm are the flex-flex rules, particularly the Flex-Flex-Diff rule. An ef- 
ficient compilation technique for matching for extended patterns, based on renaming 
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XF,X/ 
TDzAEType TDzBEType TDIMEA TDzNEB 
rDZA x BEType rDz(M,h’)EA x B 
xE,xn 
rDzMEAl xA21-DzA4~A, xA2 TvzMEAxB 
rDzfstMEAl rD~sndMEA?_rv~(fstM,sndM)=M 
xB 
TvzMI EA] TvzM2 EAz TvzMl EA, rvzM2 EA2 
rv,fst(M,,M2)=M, rvzsnd(M1,M2)=M2 
Fig. 7. Type rules for products with projectors. 
substitutions and treating the Flex-Const and Flex-Param as default rules, is presented 
in [2]. If extended patterns are used as the basis for higher-order rewrite systems with 
explicit substitutions, the full unification algorithm remains useful as a basis for check- 
ing higher-order criticial pairs in such a system. 
Appendix 
A. The projector calculus 
In this appendix we give a formulation of product types, for the System FW calculus 
presented in Section 2, which may be more familiar to the reader than the locator 
calculus presented in that section. We term this the projector calculus. We then give 
a translation from the locator calculus into the projector calculus, verifying the equiv- 
alence of the two systems. 
The type rules for the projector calculus are given in Fig. 7. The following lemma 
considers the soundness of the locator calculus typing and equality rules using a trans- 
formation into the projector calculus. 
Lemma 30 (Soundness of term locator rules). The translation from the term locator 
calculus to the term projector calculus is given in Fig. 8 by induction on typing 
derivations. The typing rules and conversion rules for locators are sound with respect 
to the original conversion rules with this translation, in the following sense: 
(i) Zf TEzMEA then Tt,[[rt-xMEA]EA. 
(ii) Zf rtxMMA and T--EM==, then r~_ziIrt,MEA]I=urt,NEAn. 
Proof. We verify the rules for permuting locator applications with A-abstractions and 
polymorphic applications, by induction on the length of the locator. For A-abstractions 
we have: 
(Ll)(At:K.M)=(L(if :(dt:K.A).At:K.At,:K,.~x,:A,. 
fst (f [Wml-Xn>)>(~~ : K .M)
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- 
[lh,$4; B,) kf /If : A . At, : K,. Ax, : A,. fst (f[BJ%) 
_- - 
[2~--~(A; B,) cf nf : A . At,,, : K,,, .2X, : A,. snd (f [Bm]Q 
-- 
[Ir kz (a) mLI~PI 6 B]I Ef ([q&q(B’; B,)) 
-- 
def 
Fig. 8. Translation from the locator calculus to the projector calculus. 
- 
=L(At : K ‘At,,, : Km .ix7;:&fst((At: K .M)[t][B,,,]x,)) 
- 
= L (At : K . At, : K,,, . ix, : z. fst (M[B,]x,)) 
- - 
=L(At:K.(I,f :A+lt,:K,4x,:A,~fst(f[B,&))M) 
=L(At:K.lM) 
= At : K . L (1 M) using the induction hypothesis 
=At:K.(Ll)M. 
For applications we have: 
- 
(Ll)(M[A])=(L(If :A~At,:K,4x,:A,~fst(f[B,,,]~)))(M[A]) 
_- - 
= L (At, : Km . Ix, :x. fst (A4 [A][B,&)) 
=L((3,y:B4t,:K,.Ax,:&~fst(My[t,]xT;))N) 
=L((I>f :(At:K.A’).At:K~At,:K,,,~;Ix,:A,. 
- 
fst(f PI Pml;cn))M Ml) 
=L((lWM) 
= (L (1 M)) [A] using the induction hypothesis 
=((Ll)M)[A]. 0 
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Corollary 31. The following rules are admissible: 
_-- 
XB 
rD~(LM,)EAt,:K,.A,~B, ~DZ(LMZ)EAG:%.~-+BZ 
rD,(Li)(nt,:K,‘~x,:A,.(M,[t,]x7;,M*[tm]xS;))=(LMi) 
TDzLMEAt,:K,,,.A,+B, xB2 
x11 
rD,nt,:K,.3.x,:~.((lL)M[l;;nx,,(2L)M[t,]x,)=LM’ 
The translation in the reverse direction, from the projector calculus to the locator 
calculus, is obvious, translating projectors fst M and sndM to selectors 1 A4 and 2M, 
respectively. Combining this with the previous results gives the following form of 
completeness for the locator calculus: 
Theorem 32. (i) t renvz if and only if t renvz. 
(ii) rFxMEA ifand only ifrkr[rt,MEAlEA. 
(iii) TkzM=N fandonly z~r~,i[rt,MEA]=Irt,NEAn. 
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